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Murray. Ky., Monday Afternoon, February I6, 1981

Reagan Prepares For Full
Swing Of Budget Battle
By KEVIN M.COSTELLOE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) - President
Reagan, armed ,with a , massive
prescription for curing the nation's
economic ills, is returning from the
peaceful mountains of Maryland to find
the battle of the budget already begun.
With most of the details disclosed and
a congressional lobbying effort in full
swing. Reagan spent the weekend at the
Camp David presidential retreat
polishing the program he will outline
Wednesday night.
Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, said the fight
over Reagan's plans is shaping up as
"the biggest legislative battle in this
country since President .Franklin
Roosevelt fashioned ttie New Deal."

On the early fronts:
-AFL-CIO leaders caucusing. in
Florida this week are mapping strategy
to resist,plarined cutbacks in federal
jobs and unemployment compensation
programs.
-Businessmen are complaining
about reductions Reagan is expected to
seek in the Export-Import Bank, which
provides key aid to American
businesses operating overseas.
-Several celebrities are protesting
Reagan's plans to slash government
subsidies for the arts. -We must pray
that we not be thrown right back into
the dark ages, where it's dog-eat-dog.
We deserve better," said folk singer
and actor Theodore Bikel.
-Vice President George Bush, join'

ArtWinners To Be
Announced This Week
Murray State University tuition
awards totaling $1,000 await the winners of a new art competition for
regional high school seniors announced
jointly this week by the Department of
Art at the university and the MurrayCalloway County Arts Committee.
Up to five original works may be submitted, including works in such areas
as painting, drawing, ceramics,
sculpture, printmaking, photography,
graphics and mixed media, according
to Dr. William Parsons, dean of the College of Creative Expression at Murray
State.
The first-place award is a $500 tuition
grant: second-place a $300 grant; and
third-place a $200 grant. Those receiving awards exceeding tuition fees for
one aemester at the university,
lwker, must maintain a 2.75 grade
point average in order to receive the
award in succeeding semesters, Parsons said.
Even though more than one work
may be submitted in the competition,
which has been designed to encourage
and foster artistic excellence among
young people, no participant will be
given more than one award, he added.
All entries must be hand delivered to
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, and may be
delivered on weekdays, beginning
March 30, between 11 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.
All entries must be received before
noon Saturday, April 4, and must be
framed or matted and equipped for

pt,
614th M.P. COMPANY - The
614th M.P. Company, Murray, will
be holding their recruitment drive
during the first week of March. According to Capt. Douglas Huffman, the unit's duties are similiar
to those of policemen. (Above
photo) New recruits to the unit
get their first taste of basic training
in a close-order marching drill.
(Right photo) ferry Correll (standing), director of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Ambulance Service, held classes on
life-saving techniques, CPR and
how to make several types of bandages and slings for the guardsmen Saturday.

Keep Your Guard Up

Local M.P. Unit To Hold Recruitment Drive

-

If a natural disaster or civil disturbance were to occur in the area, Murray and Calloway County would have
ready relief in its back yard. •
In the wake of such an event, the
614th M.P. Company of the U.S. Army
National Guard, a division of the U.S.
Army Reserve, located in Murray, has
been trained to handle such events.
"We train to function as individual
policemen, " Capt. Douglas E. Huffman, company commander. "Our
duties include investigating accidents,
handling hostage situations, performing lifesaving, CPR and search and
seizure.The Murray company, as all M.P.
groups, have dual missions - federal
and state. Most of the company's training is for federal duty although they
also serve as a state militia.
"We are basically like policemen,"
Huffman said.
The guardsmen also are trained in
fire fighting.

The state national guard, except in
time of a federal disaster, is under the
leadership of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
who authorized control'ta the guires
adjutant general, Maj. Gen, Billy
Wellman.
Currently, there are over 7,000 guardsmen in the state.
Huffman added that the Murray company, the only M.P. unit in west Kentucky, also is trained to handle situations similiar to the partial evacuation
after Louisville's city sewer system explosion Friday that resulted in over $42
million in damages, •
Local events the unit has assisted in
included providing crowd control and
road guards at the Murray State
University Homecoming parade and
game; guards on Halloween night:
road guards for the Rotary Club
Christmas parade; and a color guard at
the dedication of the new post office.
A former armor battalion, the company became an M.P. company .in

November 1980. Huffman said, at that
time, one of the two M.P. companies in
Louisville was to be moved as part of
the state guard's reorganization program.
•
Murray was selected because its battalion was at 215 percent of its authorized strength.
After the transformation, members
of the Murray company who wanted to
stay with an armor division were allowed to join the Hickman company. The
Murray unit started as a detactment
from the Hickman company.
Guardsmen staying at the Murray
company were retrained for M.P.
duties. Currently, the local company is
at 85 percent of its authorized strength,
or 97 soldiers.
Huffman said that he felt the Murray
company has always been near its
authorized strength due to support of
the community.
"We feel it is a part of the community," Huffman said. "People in the unit

are part of the community. They have
families here and full-time jobs."
Acting chairman of the computer
science department at Murray State,
Huffman said that several local
businessmen, high school and college
students, as well as members of the
police, sheriff and university security
department have joined the unit.
The 614th will hold a recruiting drive
during the first week of March.
Huffman said the Murray unit meets
one weekend a month. The guardsmen
also attend a two-week summer camp
at Camp Atterbury, Ind., for "intense
training."
Benefits include an enlistment bonus
of $1,500, half of tuition paid to any Kentucky state university, fours days pay
monthly for only two days work, and a
pension for those guardsmen over 60
with 20 years in the reserve.
• For more information about the
guard,contact Staff Sgt. Larry A. Watt,
753-4042.

hanging, with the exception of three
dimensional objects.
All entries will be exhibited in
business establishments in downtown
Murray for a nine-day period-April 10
through 18-during which time they will
be judged and the winners announced.
Once the competition is concluded,
the students may pick up their works at
the business establishments after 2
p.m. Saturday, April 18, the dean said,
adding that those not claimed at that
time may be picked up at the Eagle
Gallery between the hours of 11 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.from April 20 to the 30th.
Works not claimed by May 8, he said,
will become the property of the
Murray-Calloway County Arts Committee.
"We hope every high school senior
within this four-state region and who is
artistically inclined will enter their
most impressive work or works in this
competition," Parsons said, "and we
urge their parents and teachers to encourage them to do so."

ing the giant public relations campaigr
to promote the plan, urged support lot
the package in New York Sunday night
saying
the
administration's
"instrument will be the remedial
scalpel, not the meat cleaver."
The budget blueprint Reagan is bringing back to Washingt2n Iffiay is expected to include reduction or elimination of 83 federal programs. The goal
would be to cut $40 billion to $50 billion
in the $739.3 billion budget proposed by
former President Carter for the spending year that begins Oct. 1.
The plans, according to administration sources, include phasing out the
government's popular public service
jobs program, reducing extended
unemployment compensation benefits
and special unemployment benefits for
workers hit by high import levels, cutting Medicaid and some Social Security
programs and scaling down the food
stamp program.
Some politically popular farm subsidies and government support for the
nation's fledgling synthetic fuels program also reportedly could feel the
budget ax.
At the same time, military spending
would increase $26.6 billion.
Reagan also wants to reduce Carter's
proposed foreign aid spending by more
'than 22 percent, reduce individual income tax rates by 30 percent over three
years beginning July 1 and cut business
taxes retroactively to Jan. 1, sources
said.
Sprinkled in are cuts that could touch
some of the most sensitive nerves or\
Capitol Hill.

Redden Files Papers
For Magistrate Race
Paul W. Redden has entered the race
for Calloway County magistrate of
District Three, according CO county
clerk Marvin Harris.
Redden, who filed his papers this
morning, opposes incumbent Billy Erwin and Ralph Bogard for the position.

inside today
The Murray State Racers fell victim to a St. Valentine's Day
Massacre
Saturday night at the hands of Western Kentucky University.
Story and
photos of the game are on Page 6.
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Decreasing cloudiness tonight
with low in the upper 30s. Partly
cloudy and mild Tuesday, high in
the upper 50s.
Wednesday through Friday':
Continued mild with a chance of
rain on Wednesday and
Thursday. Highs mainly in the
50s. Lows mostly Mid 30s to mid
40s.
Lake Levels
Barkley Lake
354,17
Kentucky Lake
354.94

Murray High Speech, Drama
Team Wins Superior Rating
Murray High School Speech-Draina
team received a superior rating for
their performance of Milan Stitt's play,
"The Runner Stumbles," at the Kentucky High School Speech League held
Saturday'. Feb. 14 at Murray State
University.- The -Superior rating
qualifies them as representatives of the
Murray region at state competition
held in Lexington on March 7th.
Mark Etherton, speech coach; and
Alice Reinhardt, aide; directed the cast
rree-

consisting of Kellie Overbey as Sister
Rita; Matt Harrington as Father
Rivard; Amanda Hammack as Mrs.
Shandig; Kimberly Oles as Louise Donnelly; Mike Childress as the Defending
Attorney; and Bill Bossing as the Prosecutor.
Matt Harrington received an award
for best actor, while Kellie Overbey and
Amanda Hammack tied for best actress. All cast members were named to
the All-Region Cast.

Personnel Department To Give PVA Tests
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)- Property
valuation administrators will be
elected in each of alentuckY'a 120 counties this year, and to qualify, prospective PVAs must pass a stateadministered test.
• And for the first time, the Depdrtment'of Personnel will administer the
qualifying examinations, according to
state Revenue Commissioner Robert
• Allphin, whose department has given
the tests in the past.
Allphin said incumbent • PVAs and
some challengers have questioned the
Revenue Department's impartiality in
administering the test because the
department supervises the PVAa in
property assessing.
While there has been nothing
documented to indicate partiality,

Allphin said, the Personnel Department's administration of the tests
should remove any questions of
fairness.
The Personnel Department was asked to administer the tests because it
"enjoys a statewide reputation for
fairness, honesty and integrity,"
Allphin said.
Under state law, prospective PVAs
must pass the test before their names
can appear on the May primary ballot
The state Revenue Department
estimates that as many as 1,000 people
may take the test.
wthe examination will be given be
Feb. 17 at one location in each of Kentucky's seven congressional districts.
The procedures will be similar to those
used in testing applicants for state
merit-system fobs.

The tests will be sent in locked
canisters to proctors hired by the Personnel Department. The proctor will
give the tests, collect them and put
them back in the locked canisters for
return to the Personnel Department,
which will grade the tests.
A written portion of the test, which
consists of true-false and multiple
choice questions, will account for 90
percent of the grade. A brief oral exam,
administered at the testing site by
Revenue Department employees, will
count for the remaining 10 percent.
Incumbent PVAs are not required to
take the tests.
The tests will be given at the following sites all times are local:
-District 1: 1 p.m., Rosenthal Hall.
Paducah COmmunity College,
Paducah;

- District 2: noon, Grise Hall.
Western Kentucky University. Bowling
Green:
-District 3: 'noon, Houchens
Building, Belknap Campus. University
of Louisville, Louisville;
-District 4: 12:30 p.m., Business
Education and Psychology. Building.
Northern
Kentucky
University.
Highland Heights;
-District 5: noon, Laurel County
Vocational School, London;
-District 6: noon, Taylor Education
Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington:
-District 7: noon, Mayo State
Vocational-Technical School, Paintsville.
Persons wishing to take the test
should appear at the testing site at the
proper time.
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RECEIVES SUPERIOR - The Murray High School Speech and Drama team
received a superior rating for their performance in the Kentucky High
School Speech league tournament Saturday. THose participating included
(from left) Mark Etherton, coach: Amanda Hammack; Matt Harrington.
Mike Childress: Bill Bossing; Kim Oles; and Kellie Overbey.
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Community
Honda.Feb. 16
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n
Gals sill meet at 7 p m at the
Triangle Inn. Murray

Monday,Feb. 16
meet at
Recovery, Inc
7 . 30 p.m. at the Calloway
Health Center. North Seventh
and Olive Streets,

Tuer:day. Feb. 17
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
United
First
Methodist
Church will be held at 7 a.m.
at the Sirloin Stockade.

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
potluck dinner with guests at
6:30 p.m. at the club house
Each one is to bring two dishes
with meat furnished.

Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church sill
at 7 p.m at the home of Gay le
Adams

Mothers' Morning Out will
be held at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

Local chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
meet at the University Branch, Bank of Murray, at 7 p in
with Joe Bowlui as speaker
Blue Grass CB Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Humane 'Society of
Calloway County will meet at
7 p.m at the Calloway Public
Library

Panel on the HUD Grant for
Douglas Community, sponsored by Murray-Calloway
County League of Women
Voters, will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Council Room, City Hall. The
public is invited.
Annual West Kentucky Barrow Show will begin at 10 a.m.
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. This is free and open
to the public.
Community .Chorus,
directed by Dr. Irma Collins,
will practice at the Calloway
Public Library at 7:30p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Calloway County Association for Retarded Persons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the Special Education
Building, Murray State.
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Happenings

Front Porch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m at the First
Christian Church.

THE ACES
UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Bazaar workshop of First
United Methodist Church
Women will be at 9:30 a.m.

Blue and Gold Banquet of
Tuesday, Feb. 17
Cub Scouts will be at 6 p.m. at
off
Murray TOPS take
the First United Methodist
pounds sensibly Club will Church
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Skating party by Murray Tea Party.
VALENTINE'S DAY — In observance of Valentine's Day students at North Calloway
DECA Club of the Marketing
Elementary School honored the cafeteria workers with showers of cards, songs, and
and Distributive Education
Senior Adult Fellowship of ---,cake. Various Valentine motifs made with loving verses decorated the cafeteria.
Class, Murray Vocational First Baptist Church will meet
ktarlene Beach's Exploratory Class made a heart shaped cake and presented it to the
School, will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at 12 noon at the church
workers. Pictured, from left, are Bobby Harris, Margie Woodall, Charlene Melvin, Sue
at the Murray Roller Rink.
parlor.
Brittain, Ernestine Hargis, Debris Boggess, Jim Feltner, principal and David Lawrence.
Murray Assembly No.19
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a luncheon at 12 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
noon at the Colonial House will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Smorgasbord. For reserva- hall.
tions or cancellations call
Eddie L. Moore III. Rt. 17
Mrs. Barbara A. Simons, 1618
Music Department, Murray..
Shirley Winters or Meredith
Adults 127
Sunset Boulevard, Murray; Puryear, Tenn.; Maurice H.
Woman's
Club,
will
meet
dt
Zehr.
Nursery 8
Tern I.. Stafford, 8190 Woods Ryan, 1213 Dogwood, Murray;
730 p.m. at the club house.
2-7-8i
Hall, MSU, Murray; Donald Mrs. Margaret R. Moyer. 1312
Calloway Band Boosters
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
I.. Harris, 409 L. P. Miller, Kirkwood. Murray; Mrs.
18
Feb.
Wednesday.
will meet at 7 p.m. in the band
Dorothy J. House, Rt. 3, ClinValentine, baby boy Murray.
Society of Sigma Theta Tau,
room of Calloway County High
Evelyn) Rt.6, Paris. Tenn.
Mrs. Treasa G. I.itchfield, ton; Martin L. Garde. Rt. 7,
Epsilon Chapter, MurDelta
School.
DISMISSALS
Rt. 1. Murray; Felbert B. Murray; David T. Miller, Rt.
ray State University, will
•
Cathy J. Robertson. 3204 Or- Jones, 1002 Ivy Alley. 4. Maysville.
Willing Workers Class and meet at 7 p.m. in Mason Hall,
chard Inner Circle, Louisville: Hickman; Mrs. Sarah E.
Thomas,
B.
Mrs.
Ruth Warren WMU Group of MSU, with Martha Clark as
Margaret
Robert F. Harris III, Rt. 3, Wolfe, 605 Sycamore Street,
Rt. 1. Cadiz; Mrs. Hinda I.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church speaker. A dessert potluck
Murray; Paricia A. McKin- Murray; Dane McClure 'exwith
DeVanti's
at
will meet
Jackson. Puryear, Tenn.;
will follow.
Street.
12th
ney. 408. South
pired) Rt. 8. Murray. •
Mrs. Euple Ward of Need.Line
Mrs.'Eulala C. Smith, Rt. 3,
Murray Lois Ashley pouglas.
Association as speaker.
Murray;
.Mrs. Nettie P. SimWadesboro Homemakers
Rt. 3. Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth 2-9-81
mons, 901 John Lee Drive,
Husbands are invited.
Club will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
and baby boy, Rt. NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Steward
A.
Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Mary L.
the home of Pawnee Bedwell.
DISMISSALS
7. Mayfield: Jesry J.-Mills, Rt.
Eighth
Free blood pressure check
Mrs. Deborah L. Keathley Younglove, 406 South
Mayfield.
6.
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
South Murray Homemakers
Rt. I. and baby girl. Rt. 4, Benton; Street, Murray.
Watson,
K.
Michael
at the Seventh-Day Adventist Club willmeet at 10:30 a.m. at
Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt. 4,
Amanda J. Haneline. Mrs. Regina F. Patton and
Church, South 15th and the home of Madelyn Parker, Murray;
Murray; I.owell E. Copeland,
1607 Belmont Street, Murray: baby boy. 200 Sparks, Paris,
Sycamore Streets.
1620 Catalina.
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray:
Mrs. Sharon K. Gilliland, Rt. Tenn.: Mrs. Georgia L. Smyth
Mrs. Nellie M. Rhea (expired )
5, Benton; Richard L. Card- and baby boy, 307 South 15th
Richard Valentine Puppets
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Jr.. Rt. 5. Fulton: Street, Murray; Mrs. Joan M. Rt. 1, Murray; Norman A.
will perform at 10 a.m. and the United Daughters of the well.
E. Glisson. Rt. 4, Mur- Page and baby boy. Rt. 6. Klapp I expired I. Murray;
3:30 p.m. in the green room of Confederacy will meet at 1:30 Charles
ray; Jamey C. Henderson, Rt. Paris. Tenn.; Kyle S. Conley, Catherine T. Fields expird)!
the old Freight Depot in the p.m. at the home of Mrs. Fred
1665 Ryan, Murray.
Rt. 3. Murray.
1, Sedalia.
County Gingles.
Murray-Calloway
Roy L Moore; Ht. .. 6.
Park.
Odelle H.
United Campus Ministry Mayfield; Mrs.
Sixth Street,
South
307
Vance,
p.m.
12:20
at
be
will
will
luncheon
Senior Citizens Centers
Murray; Mrs. Lillian K.
be open as follows: Dexter at at the Ohio Room, University
Whitis, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs.
9:30 a.m.: Hazel and Douglas Center, Murray State UniverEula G. Parrish. Rt. 1, Dexfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis sity. with Dr. Richad Butwell
ter; Charles 1,, Vaughn, 1615
as speaker.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
from.
W. Main Street, Murray; Mrs.
Mary Louise Baker. Fern TerSingles Class of Seventh and
County
-Calloway
Murray
Murray.
Poplar Church of Christ will Mental Health and Mental race Lodge,
Kenice E. Paschall,
meet at 7 p.m. at the church Retardation Board of Direc- . Mrs.
Rt. 8. Murray; Mrs. Opal 0.
building.
tors is scheduled to meet at 3 Parker. 1512 Glendale Road.
p.m. at the center.
Murray: Mrs. Ruby C.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Lassiter, 408 South Eighth
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
Bible Study by Christian Street, Murray; Will J. Smith,
of the West Kentucky
Murray will 217 Center Street, Mayfield;
Livestock and Exposition Women's Club of
at the home
a.m,
Mrs. Sally N. Sherwood ex9
at
held
be
Center.
pired South Side Manor l.-2.
of Mrs. Calvin Morris.
Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
Hazel and Douglas Centers
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor2-8-81
10 a.m. to 2
mation call 753-5995 or 435- will be open from
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
p.m. for activities by the
4385.
Chiles, baby girl (Teresa
Senior Cal/ens with lunch at
Rt. 9, Benton.
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
DISMISSALS '
Student Exhibition by noon at Douglas.
Mrs. Vickie G. Garland and
Hunter Whitesell, Fulton, will
baby boy. Rt. 5. Murray; Mrs.
be shown through March 3 at
Book Study, taught by the Cora Arlene Boren, Rt. 5, Murthe Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State Univer- Rev. Terry Sills, will be at 6:45 ray; Mrs. Betty J. Cleaver.
p.m. at the First Baptist Chur- Box 1373. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
sity.
ch.
Joyce A. Hodge, 312 Cedar
Street. Calvert City.
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
Methodist
The First United
James C. McDaniel, Ht. 3,
of the Tappan Company and Men will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Murray; Mrs. Mary F. Fones,
retirees of other locals will the social hall of the church.
509 Beale Street, Murray:
have a covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church.

OSPITAL NEWS

Declarer could get no satisfaction from his play of
today's deceptive game. Ten
tricks were there to take.
Unfortunately, he found a
way to hold himself to nine.
Declarer won his club
king and drew three rounds
of trumps. Next he led the
heart nine, losing a finesse
to East's queen. East was
reluctant to shift to
diamonds, but he had no
alternative.
West's lead of the club
four revealed the distribution in that suit, so the only
defensive hope lay with
diamonds.
East led the diamond ace
and another that dummy
ruffed and, when East won
his second heart trick, dummy had no more trumps and
etie defense collected another diamond for one down
Declarer lost his game
because he drew the trumps
too quickly_ After one trump
lead reveals the 3-0 break,
declarer should assure his
contract by leading a
diamond.
West wins and fires
another trump, but declarer
is safe. He wins in hand and
ruffs a diamond and, after
the ace of clubs is cashed
and a club is ruffed, he can
ruff his last diamond for an
easy 10 tricks.
Declarer makes the game
even if he starts the heart
suit after playing only one
round of trumps. If East
continues hearts or leads a
club, dummy's hearts can be
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established. And if East
shifts to diamonds, there
will always be two trumps
in dummy to take care of
those diamond ruffs.
Drawing a defender's
pesky trumps is one thing.
drawing one's own is quite
another
Bad with Corn
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ANSWER: Two spades.---Two no trump is an alternative, but the two spade bid
pictures the distribution more
accurately
--'send bridge questions to The Aces.
Rot 12353 Dallas Texas 75225.
with self addressed stamped envelope
for repls
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Thin gravy can be thickened
with instant potato flakes
instead of flour.

The Biggest Fabric
Sale of the Year
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Youth Banquet of First Baptist Church will be held at 6
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of
the church. Reservations
should be made by Sunday.

"That's the way
you want

-Martha Nelson Elected To
Trustees, Kentucky Guild

LOUISVILLE — Martha
Nelson, a native of Mayfield
Kentucky was elected to a
three year term on the board
of trustees of the Kentucky
Guild of Artist and Craftsman.
The board will meet March 6-7
at Murray State University to
Juror the works of new applicants to the Guild. The
Berea Arts and Crafts Fair is
sponsored each year by the
Guild.
Miss Nelson has been an exhibiting member of the Kentucky Guild for many years.
She is a 1978 graduate of
Mayfield High School and
received her Bachelor of Fine

Arts from the Louisville
School Of Art in 1972. In 1974
she was awarded the position
of Artist in the Schools in
Hazard by the Kentucky Arts
Commission.
Nelson has gained national
recognition for her art work.
Her unique textile dolls . are
sold across the country and
appear in many private collections. She has been in several
Atate-wide and national
magazines and in a book on
Applaachian Artists entitled
Country Miles Are Longer
Than City Mlles.
Now residing in Louisville
she is the daughter of Mrs
Ernestine Nelson of Mayfield

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085

Feb 1 7 18-19

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

Hours: Mon.•fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-S p.m.

c._.,*s1111,.•14. C ow.
Opmn ••••p
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Shirts Oota0
Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

f
‘
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poces good all week,

•Experienced Counsel, ,
•Soono
•Duet Consultation
•Son Boothes
•Corchovosculor
•Privote Lockers
DevelopmentDressing Rooms
Stress Reduction Program
Sho rs ond Vanity

$44,9

Blazer Velveteen
Hancock's Plush
Velour

$998
YD

Many More
Fabric Bargains
Storewide

‘.

Hrs. 9:30-8:30 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.

HANCOCK
FABRICS

Cardinal Point
Shopping Center
Paducah, Ky.

s‘i

(Next To Old Bookstore)
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United Campus Ministry
Luncheon Is Wednesday
The United Campus Ministry of Murray State University
wtll hold its weekly hubcheon on Wednesday, Feb. 18, from
12.20 WI 20 p.m. in the Ohio Room of the University Center
"Academic Outlook For the 80s" will be subject of the program with Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president for academic
programs. MSU,as speaker. He has his B. A. from Tufts College, his M. A.from Indiana University, and his D.Phil. from
Oxford University He is also a professor of political science
at MSU.
Food may be purchased at the snack bar or cafeteria and
taken to the Ohio Room for the luncheon program which is for
students, faculty. and interested persons from the surrounding area.

(QfInterest To

Senior Citizens
Nutrition Program Menus
For The Week Are Listed
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels were released today for the week.
Meals are served at 12 noon
at Douglas Center and at 11:45
a.m. at Hazel Center, Monday
through Friday,and at 12 noon
on Tuesday and Thursday at
the Ellis Center. Meals are
also sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday - roast beef and
gravy, carrots, mashed
potatoes, hot roll, butter, apple sauce, milk,coffee, or tea.
Tuesday - fish, squash
casserole, cole slaw, cornbread, butter, mixed fruit,
milk, coffee, or tea.
Wednesday - oven fried
chicken, scalloped potatoes,

mixed greens, hot roll, butter,
apricots, milk, coffee, or tea.
Thursday - meat loaf,
green bean casserole, glazed
sweet potatoes, hot roll, butter, peaches, milk, coffee, or
tea.
Friday - salisbury steak
with tomato gravy, potato
wedge, peas, hot roll, butter,
chocolatebrownie, sugar free
pears, milk, coffee, or tea.

BUY
UY

BROWN MARKS
To clean brown marks off
china, dip a moist cloth in
ground salt and rub until the
stains disappear. Use a pipe
cleaner with salt for the
handles.

The Honest Way!
is ANT GOLD STAMPED
I01-141.111-221
MUGtiTS--04AlleS -.411)M00143

44oan wATNES- Cfk1A1
1
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We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We ere not "F1y-8y-linplitiers" only in
town overnight to tato yaw mosey.
We've atee trusted in Podecek for 69
rimers.

A

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Deau

113
By Abigail Van Buren

'Half Woman Needs
Wholly New Attitude

SAN ANTONIO,Texas API
- Takes hint from "Heloise"
on how to save dollars at your
wedding Borrow a gown,
stick your bridesmaids in tuxedos and honeymoon at a National Vinegar Institute convention

DEAF( ABM Four years ago I had a mastectomy It was
terrible shock because I had been in excellent health and
:lever dreamed it could happen to me. I was 44 and very
married to a wonderful man who couldn't have been
more supportive during the ordeal
INlien I recovered, my husband started to lose interest in
io• . At ally), and I couldn't blame him. I felt like half a
Our marriage fell apart, and we were divorced two
years later. Shortly after that. I had a second mastectomy.
I am still attractive, and men are attracted to me, but I
don't know how to handle the possibility of another
romantic relationship. In clothes, I look like a whole woman
with a beautiful figure, but I feel guilty and deceitful
because I know'! am not.
I can't very well confess my deficiencies to a man on the
first date. But if I don't warn him, he could feel cheated later
on
Ai.its , tii Last I forget about romance and the possibility of
teat,: r•tage because I am damaged?.I love life and I'm self
supporting, but I need to be loved again.
SOMETHING MISSING
a

DEAR MISSIN(.: As long as you perceive yourself
us "Jamaged" - or "half a woman"- your chances
for being loved again are slim.
Please contact your local chapter of the American
Caneer Society. It will have a long list of women in
your community who have been down the same road
hut have learned how to live full lives that included
romance and remarriage. They will be glad to help
you build your self-esteem. That is really all you're
"missing."
•••

GOLD . . .
DIAMONDS. •

WE
BUY

'Heloise'Saves Dollars By Planning Wedding

05 "P•1.11 1, 0,
11n X
'
11.••••lor 1.5re I ,•re
6.•••••11
rap', re..'

OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

_DEAR ABBY: We hove a 10-monthold daughter, our first
Child. and t:the's an adorable, healthy little girl..
The trouble is Vera, my sister-in-law, who has a 16-monthold daughter. Vera has constantly compared the progress of
my child with hers since the day mine was born. Her
daughter sat up, crawled, walked and talked at a certain
age, and what's the matter with mine?
I au, sick of these comparisons, but I don't want to start
ato,thing with her. Will you please tell her, Abby?
BUGGED
DEAR BUGGED: It would be better if you told her.
Let her know that you are perfectly satisfied with
your daughter's rate of progress. And should you
have any questions about it, you'll consult your
pediatrician.

Ponce Kiah Marchelle
Cruse, 29, who writes a syn-

Bridesmaids' towns are "too ed to entertain after the weddicated newspaper column
expen.sive" for one-tune use. ding with a Saturday afterunder the name "Heloise" as
Heloise says
noon party and a Sunday brundid her late mother, is marryThe columnisl said she in- ch.
ing plumbing contractor
-We have so many out-oftends to borrow her wedding
David 'Evans today in a wedgown from a friend
town guests we want to visit,
ding designed to delight
After the ceremony at St. so we aren't going away right
economy-rrunded fans of her
Luke's Episcopal Church, after the reception," Heloise
household hints
Heloise plans to change into a explained
as well
The bridesmaids
tuxedo herself, so the gown
"I want to have fun at my
as the groomsmen - vnll wear
and long tram won't interfere own wedding," she said ''And
tuxedoes and black ties
with her movement at the par- both of us plan to stay to the
ty to follow.
very end, even if it's past 2
with the
In keeping
Evans
approach,
utilitarian
The couple has pooled their
said he has bartered plumbing bachelor furniture for the
services in exchange for the house where they'll live in San
party to which 300 guests have Adorn°, and they say they'll
Adults 158
been invited.
follow Heloise's hints for a
Nursery 6
The tab for the San Pran- happy marriage
2-11-81
cisco honeymoon will be pick"It seems from my mail
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ed up by a vinegar producer, that to live happily, couples
Harris baby girl 4Nicky I Rt. since Heloise plans to address
have separate
should
5, Paris, Tenn.
the National Vinegar Institute bathrooms,separate checking
Tynes, baby girl 4Madche
on 1,001 uses of vinegar.
accounts and the husband
Rt. 8, Box 505, Murray. .
The wedding festivities should do his own laundry so
DISMISSALS
were to begin Friday with a there is no complaining about
Scott W. Donegan, Rt. 1,
champagne party and hot-air pink T-shirts, lint on socks and
Tenn.;
Grove,
Cottage
ballooning. The couple plann- things like that," she said
William Howard Brown, 609
Sycamore Street, Murray;
Mrs. Teresa E. Chiles and
baby girl, Rt. 9, Benton: Traci
M. Snow, Rt. 5, Paris. Tenn.;
The Retirees of the Local UAW will hold their regular
Mrs. Virginia R. Jones, 795
covered dish supper on Tuesday, Feb. 17, at 5:30p.m. at the
Pine Street, Benton.
fellowship hall of the First Christian Church.
Bobby Wayne Ford. Dexter;
This monthly event is for all retirees and their families and
Howard Morgan, Rt. 5,
also for retirees of other locals.
Fulton; William 0. Robinson,
In case of inclement weather, the meeting will be cancell500 Draper. Paris, Tenn.;
ed, a spokesman said.
Johnny B. Wyatt. New Concord; Mrs. Patricia M.Suiter,
Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Judy Ann Maupin, Rt. 2
Murray: Paul E. Jackson, hi
5, Murray;, Mrs. Emma H
Darnell, 113 South 10th Street,
Murray; Mrs. Floy M. Kee.
505 Elm Street, Murray; Mrs.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings Callme- your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
Sula Dodd, Puryear Nursing
When
you've just moved, you're pressed for time
Home, Puryear. Tenn.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
Mrs. Virgil D. Noffsinger,
will save your family time and money
Rt. 7,Mayfield; Mrs. Pearl E.
Let rrie hear fro n you won.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Hazel
Thomas T. Watson, Rt.
Buchanan, Tenn.: Fugate
lips, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
Mary Nastahos 753-5570
Inge king 492-0341
Tenn.: Maurice H. Ryan i expired Murray.

MU NEWS
2-10-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Shelton, baby girl (Patricia
212 East 20th Street, Benton
Jones, baby girl (Judy, HI.
8, Box 518, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Floyd C. Hargrove, Cadiz;
Mrs. Phyllis E. McBride. Rt.
1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Anna Magdalene Calhoun, Rt. 2,
Cadiz; Edward Sawicki, Rt. 6,
Murray; Terry L. Roberson,
1602 Oak Hill, Murray.
Scott H. Wyatt, Rt. I. Alm);
Mrs. Marjorie Cunningham,
8101 Meadow Lane, Murray;
Mrs. Glinda L. Driver, Rt. 1,
Benton; Mrs. Sheila J. Finch,
Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Dorothy
E. Harrelson, Puryear, Tenn.
Dorvan G. Hall, Puryear,
Tenn.; Lisa L. McAdoo, South
Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs. Evelyn C.
Valentine and baby boy. Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.; Eugene P. Forrester, Rt, I. Union City.
Tenn.; Lancie Morris, Rt. 7,
Murray; Archie Earl Lamb,
Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Manon Grogan. Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Edward 0. Chadwick, 106 South
12th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Minnie W. Poyner, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Ella Willoughby
(expiredi New Concord; Mrs.
Estelle McKiriney (expired I
Rt. I. Dexter.

I

Retirees Plan Supper

Get a eadstart
in your new town.

lfrelththafifR

• ••

DEAR MISS VAN BUREN: I wish to protest your column
or. suggested Christmas gifts for the elderly.
Thanks to you I was inundated with gift certificates and
small tins of tuna and chicken!
I disagree with you 101) percent. I don't want my friends
and family to think of me as an object of charity at
Christmaatime. Your practical gift suggestions, such as
newspaper or magazine subscriptions, gift certificates and
food,(lama appeal tomcat all. I would much rather have a
frivolous, frilly nightgown. Then at least I'd know I am still
considered alive and feminine! And if Lmust, I will eat a
peanut butter sandwich for my Christmas dinner while
wearing my frilly gown.
Please, stop speaking for the world, Abby. Who do you
think you are - the omnipotent being? What colossal ego!
DISAPPROVINGLY YOURS IN CARLSBAD, CALIF

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY SALE
Sale Starts Monday 16th 9 A.M.
Fall & Winter Merchandise Limited Quantities
Cash Only-No Bank Cards-All Sales Final

•••

# MICHELSON'S

90;10ele14 !

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
ncluded in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

0

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt insurance
Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
Reasonable! Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.

Girl Scout Cookies
To Be Served By
"nited Airlines
CHICAGO API - Beginning lateethismonth, a million
airline passengers will be
served a bit of Americana
along with their airborne
meals.
United Airlines said
Thursday it ,will serve a total
of 2 million Girl Scout cookies
to passengers from Feb. 22 to
March 14. National Girl Scout
Week is March 8-14.
Two of the shortbread
cookies, bearing the Girl Scout
symbol, will be in special
packages placed on meal
trays on most United flights.
The country's largest commercial air carrier has more
than 8,000 flight attendants.
many of them former Girl

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore
Phew.753-113S5

Start losing
weight today
It lakes over where your will power
leaves On A government appointed
panel of medical and scientific experts has reviewed the clinical tests
of the maximum-strength ingredient
in Sem Oirleez, and has termed it
site and effective- for appetite con
tro) and weight loss You eat less
and tum food and excess tat into
burned-up energy instead of extra
weight Use only as directed Try
Sega Wein today It works ni
your money back

50 TABLETS -52.79
TABLETS -$4.59

voti d .01
-tht REVCO
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15.05
7.52
to
2.40
Sale

Sale 7.50 to

Coats(23 to sell) Reg. 25.00 to 33.30
Sportswear (124 Pcs. To Sell) Reg. 18.00 to 25.00

INFANTS & TODDLERS (Boys)
12.30
Sale 2.10 to 10.50

Sale 2.22 to

Coats(24 to sell) Reg. 14.00 to 41.00

Sportswear(56 to sell) Reg. 7.00 to 35.00

Boys- 4-20
Shirts & Vests 100 Pcs To Sell Reg. 7.00 to 13.00
Suits & Sportcoats (group) Reg. 31.00 to 107.50
Sweaters & Shirts Reg. 5.50 to 17.00
Underoos 30 to sell Reg. 4.99
Pants group Reg. 12.00 to 18.00
Battle Jackets Reg. 31.50

Sale 2.10 to

3.90
Sale 9.30 to 32.25
Sale 2.22 to 5.10
Sale 2.22
Sale 3.60 to 5.40
Sale 7.22

Girls 4 to 14
Dresses 39 to sell Reg. 22.00 to 47.00
Sportswear 390 pcs to sell Reg. 8.00 to 48.00
Coats 29 to sell Reg. 39.50 to 72.00

Ben cising weight ,mmeillate , ii
with maximum-strength Super 00

L.•
I mv.t.1
P,1•• 110
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INFANTS & TODDLERS (Girls)

Scouts.

dim reducing tablets and Diet Plan

Kinglandolt

Famous Namebrand Child rens Clothing

Group (Bob'.:‘ (iirk

JEANS

7he
Bei-Ak Shopping Center
)53-1796

14.10
0
40
1:6
24
Sale 2.40 to,1
to
11.85
Sale
Sale 6.60 to

1/2
OFF
Children's Fashions
Hrs.- 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fri.

ed9 caeadder
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Looking Back
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10 Years Ago
Twenty-three head of cattle were
stolen from the corral of the Murray
Livestock Company on South Second
Street between 6:30 p.m. yesterday and
7 a.m. today.
Deaths reported include Charles
Dudley Sexton, 57, and Mrs. May
Crocker,84.
Mrs. Harold McReynolds attended
the national meeting of the Human
Growth Foundation held at Dallas, Texas.
Wilson Gantt has been named chairman of the 1971 Easter Seal Campaign
for Calloway County, according to Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, state campaign
chairman.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Frank Wilson, Feb. 14,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Perry,
Feb. 11, girl to Mr. and Mrs, Kyle
O'Dell, Feb. 13, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat
L. Kirk, Feb. 12, and girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Edwards, Feb. 13.
Murray State University Racers lost
to Eastern Kentucky University by the
score of 83 to 81 in a basketball game.
Johnson was high scorer for Murray
and Mitchell for Eastern.

Letters To The Editor

Pollyanna Language Questioned
Dear Editor:
John Cunniff's Business Mirror, Feb.
11th. used the title "Optinusrn Is
Realism, 'This Pollyanna language has
been used for fifty years that I recall.
Winston Churchill is supposed to have
suggested that it makes no sense to be
anything other than optinustic.
In what may be termed "normal"
times, this attitude is not only good
mental health, it proves to be a correct
econonuc assumption. Our business
cycles and economic ups and downs
usually do bring us ups to the topside of
4things, all smiles. So. what is new?
The new thing is that we no longer
have an underlying bedrock, or even a
soft rock, base upon which to operate
our cycles of economic action. Until this
generation, we always "knew" we'd
make a comeback. No one ever doubted
it. Why do we doubt it?
First, we have no money system. Our
money is now based upon what the
politicians do, and a majority of politicians are not competent to know what
to do, or do not care a hoot.
Second, we have no fiscal policy. We
like to talk about it, but we man all of
the big network guns to stymie any action to do what any truly sane person
knows must be done_ We make it a sin to
be honest in governmental affairs. We
scare the heck out of the members of
the Congress. They doubt that we, the
selfish people, will back them in doing
what must be done.
Third, we are so good at blaming our
presidents. President Carter caught all
sorts of hell for economic matters about
which he had nothing whatever to do. A
year ago, Senator Jackson said on network television, "President Carter has
his inflation." This was an outright lie;
presidents do not "have inflation," only Congresses and their creatures
can "have inflation."
The networks are especially bad at
blaming one president after another.
Even the press often prints articles,
say by AP, which mention Carter and
Reagan time after time, yet fail to connect the Congress to inflation, dishonest
fiscal policy, and lack of a money
( system.
Fourth, the Federal Reserve Board
was created by the Congress,is kept going by act of Congress, plus approval of
the presidents. This FRB has been a
hatful of headaches since its creation.
Yet, the Congress does nothing about it.

In the Cunniff article, head of Aetna
Life and Casualty, suggests that we
need not worry to much, "Something
always intervenes.,." Aetna and the
big insurance companies sat on their
collective lead bottoms while the Bretton Woods people and the back-of-thescene FRB people created the mess we
are in.
If we do nothing, we shall get nothing
except a destroyed money system. a
laughable but tragic fiscal situation,
and economic and social chaos. No
longer can we merely assume that
things will, presto chango. right
themselves. No longer may we safely
assume that the great and good
America we have always known can
forever stand the punishment our
selfishness deals out, body-blow after
body-blow.
We have pulled out all of the "stops."
We have used all of our liberal, spendthrift "magic." We have done all of
those simple, nice things that delay
paying our governmental way. There is
no place to hide.
Now is the time to bite the bullet. Now
is the time to do a few things that all of
us have long known must be done. Now
is the time to support corrective action
instead of make fun of it.
We have multiplied billions of paper
dollars and "credits" overseas and
throughout the world. We have created
so much "credit" which is not selfcancelling ( We need to take a leaf from
Production Credit Associations; they
allow credit, such as for feeding-out
cattle; then, when the cattle are
marketed the credit is paid off, and
does not float all over the world as new
money.) that we do not really have any
idea of the total amount of it. Big banks
create "flick-of-the-pen" money, and it
seems that much of this so-called
"money" gets into the international
picture. Consequently, our money is
diluted and diluted again, repeatedly.
Optimism is good; but optimism not
connected to wisdom is simple
foolishness. If we, the people, do not
build some hit fires under the seats of
the 51% of the Congress which is incompetent, we are in for much trouble.
The past 16 years, we have had at least
51% incompetence in the Congress of
the United States. Will it change?
Very sincerely
Lindell Bagley

Use Psvehological Jargon
Dear Editor
It is a shame that the Ten Commandments have to be taken down simply
because they are a part of the Bible. It
is like having a part of our freedom
taken down, for paradoxically they
light the way to true freedom and the
pursuit of happiness in a confused and
confusing world.
If they had come from a psychology
text no objection would have been raised, for they are guides to emotional and
mental health as well as to social and
cultural development. No legal objection was raised when the "Four-Way
Test," embodying the Commandments,
was posted around the campus during
Dr. Woods'administration.
No one objects to the preaching of
good nutrition and the encouragement
of proper exercise in the schools, or to

the need for discipline in acquiring
knowledge, but emotional health is
largely ignored in favor of "having
fun," and the pursuit of pleasure. And
there are too few warning signs along
that road.
The Commandments, apart from
their historical value, are a guide to
emotional and mental health for both
the individual and the community. To
heed them also enhances the quest for
knowledge and wisdom. To ignore them
leads to stresses, feelings of guilt,
maladjustment, neuroses and even
tears the fabric that gives our community its warmth.
Why not rephrase them in
psychological jargon, substituting
-Love- for "the Lord" and have them
put up again?
Edwin Larson,Ph.D.

Don't Forget Veterans,
Dear Editor;
As we watched on television or
January 22nd of the inauguration of our
new president and the very' interesting
and moving experience of the final
release of the 52 American Hostages how thankful we are for these people to
be in their blessed home land again.
We live in a Country: called America!
How greatful we are for the privilege's
and freedoms of this great land of ours freedom to worship,freedom to vote for
whom we think are best qualified tc
serve our nation, etc. But I hope all
Americans remember the many U.S.
service personnel who fought and suffered tragic experiences that we might
remain a free country. Thousands of
those gave their very' lives or came

Reserve Coverage
To The Editor:
On behalf of the thousands of men and
women serving in the National Guard
and Reserve forces, we thank you for
your recent donation of valuable advertising space promoting employer support of the Guard and Reserve.
With the increasing reliance on the
National Guard and Reserves under the
total force policy for our nation's
defense and security, support such as
yours is most gratifying. We want you
to know how much we appreciate and
value your interest and cooperation.
Sincerely,
John C. Stetson

e• err..

back maimed for the rest of their lives.
How often do we give thanks for them
and their sacrifices for us?
Let's stand up America,- and give
thanks for so many privileges that I
hope we are not taking for granted.
Could the' pioneers of our great Nation
speak up and say you have fought a
good fight. Do we really' give praise
where praise is due? I hope that on
November 11th our United States will
throw out the welcome mat and show
our appreciation to our past and present servicemen.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Pauline Knott
Route 4
Murray, Ky. 42071
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20 Years Ago

Copley News Senile,

Open Forum

Words For A New Generations
By CHRISTOPHER FLANNERY
In his first press conference, our' new
president left a roomful of journalists in
some discomfort. This he did by stating
candidly that the leaders of the Soviet
Union from Lenin to Brezhnev have
pursued a consistent policy based on a
common outlook. The policy is the creation of a world Communist, or Socialist.
state. The outlook holds that whatever
conduces to this end is moral, be it lying, cheating, or any kind of crime:
whatever stands in the way of this end
is immoral, by definition.
These facts, the president said, must
be kept in mind in any dealings with the
Soviet Union or its proteges. At this
point, an almost palpable dismay seemed to exude from the gallery of
Washington reporters. Why should such
a statement unsettle a group of such
presumably educated and sophisticated
men and women? After all, it was no
surprise that Ronald Reagan held such
views. The answer is simple.
For nearly a generation, the generation in which most of these men and
women became educated and
sophisticated. the most prestigious •
publishing houses and university
presses had poured forth volume after
volume ignoring, obfuscating, or denying these facts. In colleges and universities, as in newspapers and on the networks, for the past fifteen years it had
become worse than unfashionable, it
had become unforgiveable, indeed
almost unthinkable, to maintain such a
point of view. One would be labeled a
Cold Warrior, a Hawk, an antiCommunist, of all things. There would
be demonstrations, peer-pressure,
threats, to prevent the espousal of a
position that was now being espoused
by the President of the United States,
without even a blush.
• Yesterday's students had become today's educated and sophisticated
citizens, the leaders of public opinion.
They knew what could be said, and
what could not be said without incurring their devastating scorn.
somehow,they had lost the reins of that
public opinion they were supposed to
lead. They had been much more comfortable, much more in control, with a
president who would warn against an
"inordinate fear of Cornmunisim." He
was distressingly' "unWashington" to'
be sure, and unspeakably religious, but
he knew what he was expected to say
and, as a rule, he said it. They had been
smug and self-confident when vilifying
candidate Reagan's "blunder," his
gall, in suggesting that Vietnam might'
have been a "noble cause.- Didn't he
know that such sentiment was impermissible? They had been ridiculing such "superpatriotism" for a decade.
Did he think that he could withstand
their withering sneer? Apparently.
Well, what could you expect from a
man who would dare to question the
doctrine of evolution, or to suggest that
trees might contribute to air pollution?
And so, the leaders of public opinion
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were taken completely by surprise
when the only authoritative public opinion polls began to register a sweeping
Reagan victory in November. And now,
when he speaks the mind of the
widespread majority that raised him to
office, and when events seem
thoroughly to vindicate his speech.
those whose job it is to be facile with
words are left not knowing quitevvhat to
say. It may be that their discomfort
comes not only from the shock of
defeat, but from the painful suspicion
that they might have been wrong on the
more fundamental questions. At any
rate, it is to be hoped that this is the
case. For they were wrong, fundamentally wrong. The informed and articulate citizens of today had been
taught to be wrong by the eminent
scholars and intellects of the last
generation. The curriculum that placed
its stamp upon their minds is easily
recalled. It was celebrated as the doctrine of progress, tolerance and liberation; it was, in fact, the Trivium and
Quadrivium of defeat and despair.
The denial of the dangers of Soviet
Communism was only one part of the
core curriculum. Along with this came
the denial of the decency of American
Democracy. If the Soviet regime was
muddling along under the doddering
hand of conservative bureaucrats, the
land and the people of America were
being exploited by the "corporate
elite." If the foreign policy of the Soviet
Union was essentially defensive, that of
the United States was expansionist, aggressive, neocolonialist. If world Communism was a scarecrow to frighten ignorant children. Capitalism was an evil

that must be eradicated. As unwitting
students were taught to cast a blind eye
on their enemy, they learned to cast
derision on themselves.
For those of a more philosophical
bent, who rose above such partisan
disputes, there was an equally effective
dogma. This held that, whatever the
differences between these two, or any
other political systems, there were not
grounds for preferring one over
another. Each merely represents a
system of "values," and all values are
equal. What evils had not come from
the presumption of the superiority of
our political "values"? What crimes
had not been committed in the name of •
"Democracy"? Where is there room
for cherished tolerance in a world of
good and evil?
Thus, by one route or another, our
"Best and Brightest" had been brought
to an intellectual and moral impasse.
They had been rendered incapable of
distinguishing the freedom they possess
from the varieties of unfreedom that
abound across the globe and from the
tyranny that confronts it in the form of
the most powerful Communist state.
Having learned these lessons, they did
the perfectly logical thing. They urged
their countrymen to retreat unto
themselves, making conciliatory noises
to a world we had so offended. This the
United States was well on the course of
doing when the election came around.
This the voters rejected on November 4,
having tasted all too well its bitter
fruits. And the stop to this, one hopes, is
what is signalled in Mr. Reagan's
unsettling remarks.

EAR-AIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline. 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My friend lives in a
retirement home. When her Social
Security checks arrive, the office asks
her to sign them, but will not let her
turn the checks over to see the amount
of the check. Should she not have the
right to know how much her check is?
She is being subsidized (I think this is
what they call it Does that make a difference? Mrs. J.B.
ANSWER: In situations where a person signs over their income to a retirement home as total or partial payment
for rent and board in that retirement
home, those sources of income, including, in this case, Social Security
checks, belong to the retirement home.
Since that Social Security check does
legally belong to the retirement home,
some of our sources say, the representatives of the retirement home may not
legally have to divulge the amount of
the checks.
On the other hand, we have other
legal sources who say that the person
signing over his or her income in cases
such as this should always have the
right to know exactly how much that income amounts to. The logic behind this
is simple: one's income could raise to
the point where it amounts to more than
the normal monthly rent and board.
We would also point out that if your
friend asked at her local Social Security
office, they could not refuse to divulge
the amount of her Social Security check
to her.
We find it hard to understand why the

Brown C. Tucker will be chairman of
the 1961 Easter Seal Sale in Calloway
County this year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lena
Parker McDaniel.
The Murray Girl Scouts will begin the
annual cookie sale with Ruth Holland as
chairman of the sale.
The Valentine program of the annual
ladies night meeting of the Murray
Lions Club was held Feb. 14 at the Murray Woman's Club House with Robert
Hendon as master of ceremonies.
Mrs. L. M. Overbey spoke on "World
Missions" at the meeting of the Guild
Group of the First Christian Church
held at the home of Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Hester,
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the Murray High School
Tigers in a basketball game. Wilson
was high for Calloway and Hurt for
Murray.

30 Years Ago
Campus Lights opened at Murray
State College on Feb. 15. Featured in
the cast are Marian Fisk, Murray, Jean
Malone, Starkville, Miss., Gene Abernathy, Paris, Term., and Marilyn
Thompson, Harrisburg, Ill., all pictured today in a special scene from the
show.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Frank
Farris and Alton infant son.
James M. Lassiter has been appointed chairman of the 1961 Red Cross
Fund Drive Campaign, according to
Waylon Rayburn, chairman of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
Officers of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce are C. L. Sharbrough, J. E.
Quinn, Holmes Ellis, and Ila Douglas,
P. B. Gholson is executive secretary
and Mrs. James M. Lassiter is
secretary.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Cayce and Kirksey beat
Salem. High team scorers were Miller
for Lynn Grove, Cunningham for
Cayce, Tress for Kirksey, and Mayfield
for Salem.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Life of Her Own" starring Lana Turner
and Ray Milland.

Bible Thought

retirement home is being so secretive.
It does sound to us like that person
refusing to show your friend the amount
of her check might be exercising his or
her authority to the point of contrary
unreasonableness. A little talk with the
retirement home administrator might
solve the problem.
HEARTI,INE: My sister-in-law left
me her beautiful new fur coat in her
will. I would now like to sell it. I am
afraid to advertise it with my address
or phone number for fear of robbers.
How can I handle this? M.B.
ANSWER: We can make two suggestions. Temporarily rent a post office
box and advertise that anyone interested should write to it. The,n, you
can contact them and decide from talking to them whether to reveal your address or not.
Also, you could contact a furrier or a
store which handles genuine furs, to see
if they would be interested in selling the
coat on consignment. This means that
they sell the coat at your price for a
small percentage of the sale price.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are we coined
and encouraged. All letters
at be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published. .
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

For the promise is urno you, and
to your children, and to all that are
afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call. Acts 2:39.
How wonderful that Peter's sermon on the day of Pentecost included us, Even though we we're "afar
off." God was able to reach us in
His love.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 16, the 47th
day of 1981. There are 318 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 16, 1959, Fidel Castro became
the premier of Cuba.
On this date:
In 1804, a force of U.S. Marines slipped into Tripoli harbor and burned the
U.S. Navy frigate Philadelphia, which
had been captured by pirates.
In 1873, a republic was proclaimed in
Spain.
In 1967, 13 American helicopters were
shot down in fighting over South Vietnam.
Ten years ago: Defense Secretary
Melvin Laird advised President Nixon
to expect some difficult days ahead in
the drive to cut communist supply lines
in Laos.
Five years ago: Patricia Hearst and
the jury in her bank robbery trial
visited the two San Francisco spots
where Miss Hearst said she'd been held
by kidnappers.
One year ago: United Nations
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
prepared to name a panel to investigate
alleged crimes committed by the
ousted shah of Iran.
Today's birthdays: Movie director
John Schlesinger is 55.
Thought for today: Few people get up
bright and early, but most of us just get
up early -- AnonymOus.
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Grass Tetany Season
Approaches With Advent
Of Spring Grazing

Swine Health Day Slated At
Murray State On March 3
The first annual Swine Dr. Louis
Otto, is an exHealth Day will be held at perienced
swine disease conMurray State University on sultant from
Arlington,
Tuesday, March 3. Hog pro- Nebraska, and a hog
raiser in
ducers, veterinarians and Pus own right. Otto
will discuss
related industry personnel are new and
emerging diseases as
invited to this all day session. well as
ways to manage your
Murray State, through its way out of trouble.
Veterinary Diagnostic and
Dr. Gary Allee, a swine
Research
Center
in
Hopkinsville, is expressing its specialist at Kansas State
vital interest in the health of University, is also scheduled
area swine by holding this pro- as a speaker. Allee was
recently named by the
gram.
Speakers who are the American Society of Animal
leaders of independent Science as the outstanding
research and thought in the young researcher in the
swine industry have been ob- mid west.
The third speaker on the
tained for this upcoming program. One of the speakers, program is a professional

engineer, John George of
As spring appruaches, so
PrevenUun of grass tetany
Agricultural Engineeriag
does the grass tetany season. can be accomplished by fedAssociates from Uniontown,
Cattle that have been shut up ding excess Magnesium in the
Kansas. George has pioneered
on hay all winter are eager for form of Magnesium oxide or
the private practice of cona taste of new grass. These
Magnesium
sulfate
sulting with swine producers
new shoots of grass are defi- Magnesium alloy "bullets'.
on ventilation and manure
cient in the mineral have been developed bailie a
disposal techniques. During
Magnesium and when eaten, slow release of the mineral it:
the program he will discuss,
the resulting Magnesium im- the cow's rumen.
besides ventilation principles,
balance in the cow's system
Dr . Charles Herren
the retrofitting of existing
causes the typical convulsions veterinarian at the Murray.
buildings, a vital concern in
of grass tetany. The fact that State University Vetermar,..
these days of astronomical
the disease is more common in Diagnostic and ResearcI,
building costs.
cows nursing calves makes Center in Hoplunsville, fee)'
Due to popular demand, a
the spring season doubly that taking these precautionpanel has been obtained which
dangerous. Attacks of grass and consultation with your
is composed of outstanding
tetany can be brought on by local veterinarian will reduce
area hog producers who will
the act of milking or adverse losses from this worrisome
pass on their management
weather conditions.
disease
tips. Ken Martin, the manager
of Buffalo Pork, Gracey, will
Occasionally, cattle are
discuss breeding problems
found dead; but usually, the
and give some insight into the
typical symptoms are seen by
management of a completely
the farmer. Acutely affected
confined, turn-key operation.
cattle bellow, run blindly, and
Tom Stallings, the manager ot
then fall down in a convulsion
The Murray office 01
Luckett & Steward of Morganwith paddling of the legs. If a
Many cases of -high bunk cess nitrate. Caution should be field, Kentucky, will tell what
Farmers Home Administradisease" or malnutrition in taken to provide enough readi- goes on at a farm that
cow is seen before the convultion, which serves Calloway.
has upcattle and horses have been ly available energy with the dated first generation
sions begin, she may be ner- and Marshall counties, will be
confinesubmitted to the Murray State urea. Two pounds per head ment buildings.
vous, stiff and excitable. closed on Monday, Feb. 16 in
The third
University
Stockmen are cautioned to ap- observance of Washington's
Veterinary per day of cracked corn will member of the. producer
proach an affected cow
Diagnostic and Research meet this extra energy re- panel, Charles Carr, a
Birthday.
Center ( MSU-VDRC) this quirement. At no time should purebred Hampshire
The office will also be closed
carefully
because they will
breeder
winter. Several factors con- urea, or another nutritional from Bethpage, Tennessee,
sometimes attack moving ob- on Tuesday, February 17,
tribute to the inadequte additive, Rumensin, be fed to will speak to the producers injects. Treatment of grass 1981, and
Wednesday,
feeding of livestock in west horses.
tetany is usually successful, so February 18. 1981, in order for
terested in less confined
The most common vitamin pasture operations.
Kentucky. These are poor
a veterinarian should be call- personnel to attend a district
meeting in Owensboro.
quality hay grown during last deficiency diagnosed is
ed immediately.
The fee for this all-day prosummer's drought, inade- Vitamin A, again related to gram has been held to $25,
quate energy intake and hay quality. The first nutrient which includes lunch in the
specific vitamin in mineral , to be leached out of water- New Student Center at MurHOW IT WAS. . . AND HOW IT IS—The farmstead of 20 or more years ago,
shown in
deficiencies.
damaged hay is carotene or ray State. Swine producers
miniature (top photo), graphically depicts the "wide open spaces" of rural America
as it
Many times the grass hay or Vitamin A. Available Vitamin can hardly afford to miss out was.
In the bottom photo the same countryside is depicted in a -present day situation"
stover rolled up in large, A can also be blocked by the on this timely information, so with the -e
ncroachments" of super highways, shopping centers, industrial plants arid
round bales is inferior in quali- excess nitrate found in heavily
remember the Swine Health suburban living.-Though only in miniature, it portrays how all factors have contributed
ty to the rectangular bales fertilized corn, grain or silage. Day, New Student Center, to the serious disappearance
of farmland from the American scene." says UK College of
Other nutrients which disap- Murray State University, Agriculture researcher Mike Greene,
they replace. Cattle with their
Licensed For
compartmented stomachs can pear quickly from damaged
Murray. Ky., Tuesday, March
Commercial
& Residential
use good quality roughage to hay are the minerals Calcium
3. Your county agent or
provide most of the energy and Phosphorus. A balance of
veterinarian has application
they need. They can also these two minerals is especial- forms, or contact Dr. Charles
manufacture much of their ly important in dairy or beef
Herren at the Murray State
watching TV.
By Ted Howard
own protein if provided with cows producing calves.
Club has been organized. This
University
Veterinary
A good garden can provide
County Extension
Farmers feeding cattle and
an inexpensive urea or
organization is designed to
Diagnostic and Research
Agent for Agri.
horses this winter are ennitrogen supplement.
an economical, nutritious sup- help with problems that may
Center.
Added urea can also com- couraged by Dr. Charles HerFew phases of agriculture
ply of vegetables throughout arise as well as give
pound the problem if poor ren of the MSU-VDRC to keep
offer more returns for ex- the year. The average adult assistance in chooseing
Pork Price Factors
quality roughage contains ex- nutrient levels adequate.
.
penses involved than the home eats about 1500 pounds of food varieties, fertilizer, herTwo basic factors—availagarden.
each year. At least one third of bicides, pruning, insecticides
costs—
marketing
bility and
as well as many other producdetermine pork retail prices,
Due to the high cost of food this amount should be
tion problems.
some
vegetables
form.
in
explains the National Live
many people are trying to supThe first meeting of this new
Stock and Meat Board. The
plement their food budget by
There are several kinds of organization will be Tuesday,
availabilty depends on the biogrowing some of what they gardens, for example, large
Feb. 24. at 7 p.m. in the West
logical reproduction cycle of
need in their own garden. family, mini, and container
Kentucky Livestock and Exthe hog. Market costs are adGardening in 1979 for example gardens.
position Center. Dr. Winston
ditional costs such as processclimbed the ladder of favorite
In order to assist the gard- Dunwell, University of Kening, packaging, transportation
pastime activities to the point ners and small fruit as well as
tucky Horticulture Specialist
and labor necessary to move
WITH HEINOLD'S GUARANTEED HOG
where it was second only to lawns in Murray and Calloway
will be here to discuss pruning
the pork from the farm to the
At The
PRICE PROGRAM!
the favorite pastime of all — County a Orchard and Garden
at the first meeting.
table.
Anyone
wishing
to
learn
Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock
more about gardening and
in the price your hogs will bring weeks, even months
in
lawn care will be welcome to
dvance of marketing time. It protects your profit and takes
attend all or any of the
way the worries about a drop in hog prices, so you can
meetings that this club may
oncentrate on raising the best hogs possible.
are
needs
agricultural
tucky's
jurisdiction.
Hours:
By DIANA TAYLOR
For more information, including the guaranteed price
have. It will have several
bogged
to
be
important
"too
addition,
the
In
reorganizaAssociated Press Writer
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
or the month your hogs will be ready, call the profit
meetings this spring and protion moved the Agriculture down with personal matters.•"
rotector—Heinold Hog Market.
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The council will go ahead bably have some field trips or
Department into a new
tours this summer.
The Kentucky Council on
Sturgill
business,
said.
with
its
Energy and Agriculture
Agriculture will "go ahead
adding that his comment
CALL COLLECT
Cabinet.
with ( its) affairs" despite a
A hearing on the suit, which would be the "last I'll have
lawsuit by Agriculture Com- seeks a permanent injunction publicly or privately" on the
fps
missioner Alben Barkley II, against the governor's order matter. Sturgill is one of four
, And
according to Energy
effecting the reorganization, defendants named in
Secretary
Agricalture
is scheduled next Friday. If Baildey's suit.
William Sturgill.
Sturgill also told the council
Barldef is successful, the
Barkley filed suit Thursday council could become an ad- that he hopes to enlarge its
seekCircuit
Franklin
Court
in
visory grouto with limited membership in the next few
ing to overturn a reorganiza- authority.
days to improve representaprotion that removed major
Sturgill, who now chairs the tion of the state's agricultural
motional and trade functions council, told the group Friday community.
from his department and plac- that Barkley's suit was "unCurrently, the council has 18
ed them under the council's fortunate," and that Ken' members, with two members
from each congressional
district and four at-large
members. Sturgill did not
specify how many members
new Case Lem
!sort dale of pw,base ono;
he hopes to add.
'ors or a trfitel farm tractor of any make Masir 1981
Friday's meeting was the
between February 1 1981 and February Remember this otter also applies to your
A drastic increase of cases q;iarketed against TGE, one second the council has held
28 1981 and finance it through J I Case purchase of a new Case 4-WD IS2000 reFormerly Murray Warehousing
Transmissable requiring two shots and the se- since the reorganization, and
of
Credit CerrvvAtion
finance charges bate otter below!
Gastroenteritis,
or
TGE,
has
looking
are
still
cond which consists of two the members
8, Farmers Grain & Seed
been diagnosed in western oral doses and one injection. into a number of areas and
Kentucky hogs this winter. Both of these vaccines are problems they hope to address
This severe diarrhea caused given during pregnancy to the in the future.
by a virus had been less sow. She then passes immuniAmong the topics were prowidespread during the two ty to the pigs in the milk each posa Ls to encourage the use of
previous winters in Kentucky, time they nurse. Farmers are Kentucky products in state
but it pyramided this winter.
hesitant to give these vaccines parks and institutions, to look
The, clinical signs of TGE because of inconvenience and into establishing an importare vomiting and diarrhea expense. but they are very ef- export station, to review the
with a very low mortality rate fective on a herd basis. As a taxes farmers pay on their
in sows, but the death loss hog raiser, it would be worth a purchases and to study immay reach 99% in newborn lot to be able to relax and not pediments to the production
pigs. The severity of the worry about TGE losses.
and marketing of farm comdisease is age related and if
Ii is. bio, one ot tit,' new Case 4-whee, ; heck for 52000 00 or you car'
We are now beginning to sec modities.
I're
,bodei .1490 .1690 or rebate towards your down payment
pigs reached two weeks of age a strain of TGE virus which
The council also approved
4890
between Februxv 1 1981 and NOTE Government Agencies Depart
before exposure, the death becomes chronic and remains an award of $6,000 to a
Fetxuary 28 1981. Case will send you a rnents do not qualify or rebate
losses are minimal.
research project at Murray
in the herd, even in summer.
The reason ,TGE is more
Dr. Charles Herren, service State University for the comBoth offers extended thru February 28, 1981.
severe in some winters than veterinarian at the Murray
mercial development of
See us now,
others is because recovered State University Veterinary crambe, an oil-producing
sows keep their immunity for Diagnostic and Research crop.
several years. As sows are Center in Hopkinsville, enDr. Durwood Beatty, a MurRAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
culled or pass out of the heard, courages hog producers to ray State agronomist, told the
more susceptible sows take start a program of TGE vac- council that crambe seeds protheir place.
cination before this potent duce an oil that can be used in
Two good vaccines are virus causes economic losses.
the production of plastics
753-3062
03 Walnut

Farmers Home
Office Closed
Feb. 16-18

'High Bulk Disease'
Cases Sent To Center

..

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Garden Returns Expenses

Call 436-2372

LAND BANK

Protect the price.
Protect the profit.

Outpost Office

Murray
PCA Office Building

Ag Council Will Go Ahead
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Fancy Farm
502-623-6304

"SERVING THE
PURCHASE
ENTIRE
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AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
.SOYBEANS
V#

753-3404

West Kentucky Hogs
Diagnosed With TGE

WAIVER
OF FINANCE
CHARGES

on all new Case tractors, until May 1, 1981.
Ch..y any 0! ow

$2000
REBATE
on new Case 4-WD's

Grain
Merchandising

McKee! Equipment
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Racers' Hustle, Effort Not Enough
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Murray State Toppled By WKU
In Valentine's Day Massacre
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Diddle Arena was packed by a
crowd of 12,370, all decked out
in red for the occasion Saturday. And they were given
everything to fill their hearts
as Western Kentucky toppled
Murray State, 66-44, in a true
Valentine's Day Massacre.
All the Racers could do was
hustle and force Western into
27 turnovers with their press,
btit that was not enough to
counter their own horrendous
shooting on a night when the
Hilltoppers had their sights
and height set on the Ohio
Valley Conference regular
season championship.
At no time this season has
there been a clearer case of an
MSC opponent establishing its
gameplan early and never giving the Racers a chance.
"They were able to go inside
with the ball,- MSU coach
Ron Greene said. "Our inside
game is practically nonexistent. That really hurts us on
the road.
.•I am proud of the fight our
team gave, but our top guns
could not keep up with their
cannons.

a
-.We shot the ball poorly
seemed like we were six for 40
at one time. You have to credit
their defense.
The Hilltoppers' inside
game could be practically
summed up in one word -Craig McCormick. The 6-11
junior center worked almost
at will against Murray early
as he got position for seven of
the first 15 WKU points.
An eight-point streak pushed Western's lead to 17-8
before it reached 19-10 on McCormick's ninth point. But the
Racers made their final attempt as Jerry Smith, Lamont
Sleets and Tony Slaughter hit
jumpers from 18 feet and
beyond to cut it back to 19-16.
Ironically, though, it wa
the shooting that deserted the
Racers for the game as they
could hit only a disastrous 26,9
percent, with Sleets hitting only four of his 18 attempts.
-You have to key on a guy
like Lamont Sleets," Western
Kentucky coach Clem Haskins
said about the defensive
pressure on the MSU scoring
leader. told our team to get
a hand in his face each time he
shot the ball.
"Jones
Boby)(
did a
tremendous job on him. He put

the pressure on him on every
shot he attempted."
Sleets did not believe the
defense had as much to do
with his arid the rest of the
team's cold hands as it did
with just having a bad night.
"I do not know if it was the
defensive pressure," Sleets
said."Our shots-just would not
fall.
"We let them execute their
gameplan. We never felt we
were out of the game (even
after a 36-25 halftime score ).
"I feel that I have let the
team down in the last few
games. I have not been coming through on offense. There
is nothing I can do now.
"Unfortunately, the shots
were not falling. We were getting excellent hustle. I thought
the whole game that we would
be able to come back."
At times, the Racers stirred
their following with a fullcourt
press, but each time Western
would run off a flurry of points
to put the lead out of reach.
After McCormick had done
the early damage, the Hilltoppers were able to open up their
passing game, combined with
their unstoppable rebounding,
to balance their scoring.
By halftime, Western had a

22-11 rebounding advantage on
the way to a total of 51 for the
game to MSC's 32. 15 of those
51 came on McCormick's
highest total in a game this
season.
While the Hilltoppers wer
dominating the boards, they
were also showing how much
they had progressed in
distributing the points on offense.
Four WKU players finished
in double figures, with McCormick's 12 at the top and guard
Kevin Dildy close behind with
nine.
"We have really pulled
together," Haskins said about
his team _exceeding his
preseason expectations. "We
are a much better ballclub today than when Western lost a
59-57 overtime game at Murray
"Craig weighed only about
210 pounds early in the season,
but he has picked up to about
220-225 during the second half.
He is a much stronger player
now.
"Our defensive goal tonight
was to hold Murray to 50
points. It has really been
sound for us.
"Murray's press hurt us a
little in the first half, but we
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fgm-a Itm-a rb pf tp
Murray State
1-4
2-2 4 4 4
0. Green
3-9
3-5 10 4 9
K. Hammonds
5-8
0-2 5 5 10
M Bates
4-18
0-0 0 5 8
I.. Sleets
06 3 0 0
0-6
B Stewart
1-5
1-2 2 2 3
56 Davis
2-8
1.3 2 2 5
J. Smith
2-7
D-.I 1 4 4
T.Slaughter
0-0
0-1 0 0 0
M McKInney
0-1
0-0 1 0 0
T Adams.;
0-1 3 2 0
0-0
R. Montgomery
0-1
1-3 1 0 1
T. Triplett
Team Rebounds
TOTALS
18-67 6-20 32 27 44
40.0
Percentages
26.9
36 30-66
Western Kentucky
25 19 - 44
Murray State
Officials -- Elbert Fielden and Jerry.
Petro Attendance-12,370

Rally By McCracken
Too Late At Western
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.. - unanswered points to push the
Despite the second half efforts lead back to 79-69 and hand the
of guard Janice McCracken, Racers their fifth 19.Ks in the
the Murray State women's last seven games. --Murray received balanced
basketball team could not stop
Western Kentucky's Jane scoring again as guard Laura
Lockin, who hit all 13 of her Lynn was close behind Mcshots to lead the Lady Toppers Cracken with 16 points;
Oakley totaled 13 and Nancy
to an 82-75 win Saturday.
McCracken led the Lady Flynn was next with 12. Flynn
Racers in scoring with 17 also led the team with seven
points, six of those coming in rebounds.
the second half to chop the NI array State ..... . .35 40 -15
....44 38 -82
WKU lead to three points at Western Kentucky
Murray State 475l -Jeanette Rowan 4
three different times.
4-1 9; Nancy Flynn 4 4-4 12: Diane
The last time came at the Oakley 53-4 13; Janice McCracken 63.6
Laura Lynn 8 0-0 16; Shelly
12:22 mark when she scored to 17;
Stetnkoenig 1 2-24, BrIdgette Wyche i45.
cut it to 60-57, and it was not 0 2; Mina Todd 1 06 2; Marianne
0 0-00.
until Diane Oakley hit a 20- Baucom 006 0; Cheri Nagreski
- Kim BarWester, Kewasety
footer with 3:50 remaining risen 6 0-0 12. Alicia Poison 6 1-1 13. Jane
that Murray was able to get as Inclun 13 3-729, Laurie Heitsey 7 4-8 III;
Geri Gngsby 2 0-0 4; Sharon Garland 36close as four points, at 73-69.
0 6; Vivian Higgs 0 9.40. Cody Young@
Western then ran off six 0-00

Men's Track Takes Third,
Women Set Six Marks
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Sale Ends Saturday Night'

Otter Ends Wed Night

Staff Photos By David Hibtatts

Op
11
5
12
2
11
9
10
3
3
0
0
0
0
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13.95 FIT. 2.62
71 GR70:1 5 Custom Guard GT Radial fllem,,
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Just Say 'Charge It'
w=izas Goodyear

USING HIS STRENGTH TO BEAT MURRAY STATE'S QUICKNESS - Western Kentucky
center Craig McCormick (42) used his height to get the ball over the Racers'terry Smith
and Tony Slaughter against the MSU press(above)and his extra weight to get position
inside(below)for 12 points and 15 rebounds.
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Sale Ends Saturday Night'

Otter Ends
Wed. Night

Otter Ends
Wed Night

WESTERN 65 MURRAY 44
Igm-a ftm-a rb pf
Western Ky.
.
3-4
5-7 6 4
T Wilson .
2-4
1-2 2 3
K. Hatcher
2-5 15 1
5-7
C. McCormick
1-3
0-0 0 4
4-7
3-4 4 3
M. Reese
1-2 6 3
4-5
K. Dildy
4-4 6 3
P. WhIte ..
3-3
1-2 2 1
1-5
K. Ellis
1-2
1-2 6 2
G. Carver
0-0
0-0 0 2
R. Wray
0-1
0-0 0 1
B. Teater
0-2
0-0 4 0
A. Mosel).
0.0
0-1 0 0
S. Blankenship
5
Team Rebounds
24-43 18-29 Si 27
TOTALS
Percentages
55.8 62.1

'No

12 878:1 4 Cruiser Polyester Whoewolls
24.95 FIT. 1.59
16 CR78:14 Custom Polysteel Rodtols 1110Lt on
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made an adjustment at
halftime.
"Our players believe and
have faith in me."
On the other side, Greene's
faith in his own players was
not diminished by the effort
they had given. All he could do
was shake his head about the
awesome strenght Western
had showed as an indication of
its improvement through a 175 season so far.
For the Racers, center
Michael Bates battled
repeatedly for his best gaMe
since the first meeting with
Western as he hit five of eight
field goal attempts for 10
points and grabbed five rebounds.
MSU forward Kenney Hammonds had 10 rebounds in the
Racers' struggle to stay with
Western on the boards.
Sleets tried to explain how
such an effort could have
fallen short again.
"We were so keyed up that
we could not connect on our
shots,- he said. "Maybe that
caused us not to be able to
score.-

PRESSURED INSIDE - MSU guard Lamont Sleets(10) had
a hand on top of him practically every time he shot against Western Kentucky as he finished with only four field
goals in 18 attempts in the Racers'66-44 loss

In the Middle Tennessee
State indoor track invitational
meet this weekend, Murray
State 'finished third. out 'of
eight teams, ahead of North
Carolina State, Georgia and
Alabama.
MTSU won the meet with a
total of 88 1-2 points while Murray was third with 80 behind
Florida's 83.
For Mutray individually,
Elvis Forde won-the 300-yard
dash with a time of 30.4; was
second in The 440 in 48.2 and
ran the anchor leg on the mile
relay team that was third in a
time of 3:17.9.
Also, Gary Ribbons won the
two-mile run in a time of
8:49.1; Andy Vince was second
in the shot put with a throw of

HAVIIN
Michael
Kentuck
powerh.
10 poin1

54', 10"; Richard Charleston
was second in the mile in
4:06.00 and Eddie Wedderburn
third in 4:07.4.
The MSU women competed
in the Illinois Invitational and
set six school record and tied
another this weekend.
Wendy Slayton was the top
MSU individual as she set
records in the 1,000-yard run
in a time of 2:45.6, in the mile
in 5:12.0 and ran the anchor on
the distance medley which set
a tie of 12:32.00.
Diane Holmes ran a .37.0 in
the 300-yard run; Diane
Stewart had a 1'31.01 in the in
the 600; and the 4 x one lap
relay team finished in a time
of 2:07.9.
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Combination Of Factors Too Much For Tigers

Murray Trounced By St. Mary
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — Poor
shooting, a potent St. Mary
fast break and a lack of patience on offense all combined
to pester Murray High as they
lost to the Vikings 83-64 Saturday night.
. "They got the ball out and
down the floor very well.
Murray head coach Cary
Miller said about the St. Mary
break. "We were not being patient enough on offense. We
threw the ball up a few times
when we should have worked
it around.

•"We were standing there
looking at our shots and they
were kicking the ball out and
down the court. We obviously
did not play nearly as well as
we are capable."

Miller did his best to shake
lead to nine, 59-50, early in the
up his team, trying different
fourth period
different
players and
By then, however, the fouls
strategies throughout the secaught up with Murray. Robin
cond period in an effort to take
Roberts and Gary Sims were
the lid off the basket, but the
both whistled for their fifth
Tigers remained stone cold
fouls just two seconds apart
The Tigers never really did
from the field.
early in the period.
get their offense going, falling
St. Mary was releasing its
The Tiger guard unit was
behind 17-10 with 1:02 left in
guards back down the floor
totally benched two minutes
the opening period.
immediately after each Tiger
later with Todd Bradshaw
Miller called a tuneout at
shot, hoping to force the fast
picking up his fifth foul.
that juncture in an attempt to
break. The Vikings strategy
What had looked to be a
get his team back into the
paid off in spades as they
serious Murray comeback
game. When Murray came
scored the first 13 points of the
turned into a Viking rout as St.
back on the floor and scored
period to burst into a 28-16
Mary beat the Tiger reserves
the last six points of the
lead.
for 26 fourth period points.
quarter, it appeared that the
Eight of the 13 points in that
"We have a lot of areas we
streak came on layups off of need to improve in if we want
the fast break.
to avoid a repeat of tonight,"
"They have improved as the
Miller said. "We must have
year has gone on," Miller said
more patience in our offense
of St. Mary."They ran the fast and we need to find more
break with authority and leadership from some of our
broke our press pretty well."
players."
What hurt Murray even
Howie Crittenden, who
more than the Viking fast scrambled all over the floor in
break, or its own poor a solo attempt to turn the
shooting, was the amount of game around in the fourth
time that St. Mary spent at the period, took game scorinc
free throw line.
honors with 20 points.
St. Mary made 43 trips to the
Jimmy West added 16 point,
line and were successful on 33 and Roberts 10 as the Tiger
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — said when reached by tionally said they saw nothing
of them, as they held off a cou- ledger slid to 12-8 for the year.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says telephone.
to gain by such a game. They ple of late Tiger threats. MurMurray travels to Christian
it's an injustice to the people
Asked how he had respond- say UK has a tradition of not
ray made 16 of its 26 charity County Friday night.
of Kentucky that the Universi- ed in the past to this matter, playing other state schools in
tries.
ty of Kentucky won't play the Hall said he has had a lot to basketball.
Murray High 164)- Todd Bradshaw 2
"The foul shooting situation
University of Louisville in say about it in the past. But he
But Brown said there's "no didn't help matters any," 0-1 4 Howie Crittenden 7 6-6 20, Robin
Roberts 4 2-4 is. Jimmy West 5 6-8 lo.
basketball.
reiterated that he had no com- good logic" for that.
Miller said. "It was a tightly- Stuart Alexander 2 1-2 5, Gar, Sin, A
"I think it's wrong that ment.
•
"The way I feel about it is called game, but our kids 0, Ronnie Pace i30410, Dan
1-33. Al Wells] 0-0 5, Dan,
Brown said, "I think it's when you've historically got
anyone hides from another.
should have picked that up 0-22, John Billington 1 0-0 2 •
And I think the University of wrong that anyone hides from two of the outstanding college and adjusted. We didn't and it
Si. Mary 4834-' Bruce York 4 9-912,
Enc Rust S3-4 13, Dennis Quigley 5 9-13
Kentucky is hiding from U of another. And I think the teams in the nation I think it's cost us."
19,
Kevin Weitlauf 3 2-2 8, Wall) Worth 2
L, but there's not much I can University of Kentucky is an injustice for the people of
Faring little better in the 4-5 8, Mike Noonan 2 1-2 5, Kerry
hiding from U of L, but there's Kentucky not to see them comdo about it," Brown said in a
Boudreaux
4 5-7 13, Sid Joseph 0 0-1 0. 25
shooting department in the se&I
television interview this week. not much I can do about it."
pete against each other," he cond half, the Tigers still 33-13
Murray High.
16 919 20 -b4
Singletary acknowledged said.
17 22 16 26-&I
Kentucky and Louisville
managed to cut the Viking Si Mary
Friday that Brown had
traditionally are among topdiscussed the matter with
rated college basketball
him.
teams, but do not schedule
"The governor and I talk
each other. The controversy
about a lot of things,"
arises occasionally on
Singletary said. "He gives me
whether they should.
a considerable amount of adBrown said he has put all the vice on athletic matters at
By CHARLES WOLFE
learning the basic fundamen- 21 points. But Johnson missed
pressure he can on the Univer- UK. And because we've been
Associated Press Writer
tals — finding your role, settl- all four of his first-half shots
sity of Kentucky president, friends for a long time, I give
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — ing in and surviving the con- and had just one point at
Otis Singletary, "but it hasn't him a lot of unsolicited advice
Kentucky's showing against fidence lag which the young halftime.
done much good because I about how to run state governAlabama left Coach Joe Hall players had early."
"I was not surprised at
think he's getting a lot of ment.
encouraged about his team's
The Wildcats settled in with Johnson's good shooting there
pressure from Joe Hall."
"As near as I'm able to tell, postseason prospects.
a vengeance against Alabama in the last," Hall said. "He's
Hall, the basketball coach at we exert approximately the
"It's getting close to the end
an excellent outside shooter
UK, declined to comment same influence on one another of the year and they're picking and atoned for a 59-55 loss last aftd
certainly found the range,
month on the Crimson Tide's
Saturday on Brown's in these respective areas of their heads up," Hall said
but it was after everything
floor.
remarks.
advice," Singletary said.
after the 11th-ranked Wildcats
was all over."
The Wildcats steadily press"I have no comment," he
UK officials have tradi- ripped Alabama 77-62 SaturKentucky got strong play
ed
their
advantage
in
the
first
day night.
from Bowie, who also had 14
half,
holding
a
32-19
cushion
at
"Some teams are dropping
rebounds and three blocked
their heads right now, but the break.
So complete was their
we're not noted for that," Hall
said. "It seems like we're domination that Ken
perking up a little bit, playing Johnson's second -half
with more enthusiasm and a shooting exhibition served only to keep the final margin
little looser.
"We had a long period there respectable.
where we just weren't playing
Johnson, a 6-foot-7 senior
with a full heart, not having forward, pumped in nine field.
fun," he said. "We seem to be goals in the final period and
playing with a little more fun tied Kentucky's Sam Bowie
now and I think part of it is for game scoring honors with
'You'll save S5 OF.
problem had been solved.
The problem %appeared as
a nightmare in the second
period. Murray could connect
on just two of 15 shots from the
floor as they fell behind 39-25
at the half.
The Tigers missed their first
eight shots of the period while
suffering through the scoring
drought
"We couldn't get our shots
to drop," Miller said. "Our
shot selection was not that
bad. They just would not fall.
On the other hand, everything
they put up in the first half
went in."

'No Good Logic For It

Brown Says UK Avoiding
Louisville Is An Injustice
To People Of The State

LOOKING FOR HIS SHOT — Murray center Jimmy West (41) gets set against the
Paducah St. Mary defense in the Tigers'83-64 loss Saturday. West was Murray's second
leading scorer with 16 points
Photo By Steyr Becker
Stan

Cats Getting Heads Up Toward End Of Year

UK's 77-62 Win Over Tide Has Hall Encouraged
shots, and Dirk Minniefield,
"Alabama did not shoot the that made the score 58-34 with
who finished with 16 points, ball well 130.4 percent). We 10:01 remaining.
nine assists and a pair of had good pressure on them
"We were never really in
steals.
most of the game." said Hall. the ballga me," Sanderson
"Our defense didn't keep the "I was surprised that we pick- said. The difference in this
ball off Bowie as well as we ed up a 24-point lead, but I game and the first one was the
did in the first game and he think it came from good fact we did not get real good
had several dunks," said Tide defense and good, hard-nosed shots. Kentucky's defense just
Coach Wimp Sanderson.
rebounding in the second ran us out of our offense.
The victory boosted the half."
"We had some good shots
Wildcats to 18-4 overall and 11Freshman guard Jim that didn't fall and the bad
3 in the Southeastern Con- Master gave Kentucky that 24- shots aren't supposed to fall,"
ference. The Tide fell to 14-8 point lead, swooping across Sanderson said. You can't
and 7-7.
the lane for a soft 12-footer win with 30 percent shooting."

EniouJour Favorite Meals
at V&yEnjoyableSavings!

Toppers Reach
One Of 3 Goals
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By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky set three
goals at the beginning of the
season: an Ohio Valley Conference championship, 20 victories and a spot in the NCAA
tournament.
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HAVING ONE OF HIS BEST GAMES — MSU center
Michael Bates(going up for this stuff shot against Western
Kentucky's Ken Hatcher) was not enough to stop the
powerful WKU inside game. Bates scored a season high
10 points and had five rebounds.
Photo By Bot)Holladay
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-As seen in Peoples Magazine,
January 81; Runners World, November
80; McCalls February 81; Good Hcuse
Keeping January 81: 60 Minutes,
November 80; and coming in Raquetball
Magazine March 81.
First week in February a scientist on
David Hartman called it a miracle drug
for relief of arthritis, bursitis, tendonitis, tennis elbow, sprains, etc.
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The Hilltoppers realized one
of those goals Saturday, but it
was a one-game effort that
made it happen. Western Kentucky used a tenacious
defense to crush visiting Murray State 66-44 and claim the
conference title.
The victory raised Western
Kentucky's record to 17-5
overall and 11-1 in OVC play.
It gives the Hilltoppers the
homecourt advantage for the
OVC tournament on March 67.
In other games Saturday involving Kentucky colleges,
Akron downed Morehead
State 80-69, Tennessee Tech
upset Eastern Kentucky 56-55.
Bellarmine blasted Indiana
Central 74-62, Centre trimmed
Wabash 84-76, Clark blasted
Kentucky State 96-77,
Cumberland toppled Berea 6849, Franklin edged Transylvania 72-64 and Thomas
More clipped Northern Kentucky 61-52.
Wendell Bates, with 22
points, paced five Akron
players in double figures as
the Zips cruised past visiting
Morehead State in an Ohio
Valley Conference game.
Hates, a 6-foot-3 senior
guard, also dished off 10
assists as Akron improved to
7-16 overall, 4-8 in conference
play Morehead State dipped

.

"
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V%• Ir
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to 10-12 on the season and 4-9 in
the OVC.
Jeff Tipton, a 6-10 freshman
center, led Morehead with 17
points. Freshman Dickie Alexander added 16 points for the
Eagles.
Joe Jakubick chipped in
with 16 points for Akron and
freshman Ricky Brown had 11
rebounds and 10 points.
After going into the locker
room with a 15-point lead at
the half, Tennessee Tech had
to fight its way back in the second period to eke past
Eastern Kentucky in an Ohio
Valley Conference meeting.
Eastern Kentucky rallied in
the second half and pulled out
in front by one at 53-52 with a
dunk from Tommy Baker with
44 seconds left. The Colonels
quickly went ahead by three
points when Bruce Jones connected on two free throws.
Then Tennessee Tech
reserve guard John Mathis hit
a layup to cut the deficit to 5554 with 19 seconds remaining.
When Jones missed the first
end of a one-and-one, Tech got
the ball and Mathis hit from
the free throw line with four
seconds left on the clock to
take his Golden Eagle team
out in front.
High scorers for Tennessee
Tech were Marc Burnett and
Danny Schutz with 10 each.
Dale Jenkins was the
leading scorer for Eastern
Kentucky with 15 and Jones
had 10.
The victory puts Tennessee
Tech at 6-18 overall and 2-11 in
OVC action. Eastern Kentucky is now 9-15 and 6-6.
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Rest Of Game Used For Experimenting With Stoll

First Quarter Blitz Carries Murray Girls

2

TONYA ALEXANDER (31) gets set to go up for two of
her 20 points in the Murray girls 55.33 win over Paducah
St ian,
Slat Photo By Stmt. Bet ket

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
PADUCAH,Ky. — The Murray girls blitzed St. Mary, M10, in the first quarter of their
contest Saturday night, and
then used the final three
periods to test some new
strategies as they crushed the
Vikings, 55-33
-It is good to have a game
like this." Tiger head coach
Rick Fisher said. "Everybody
gets a chance to play and we
get to try some new things."
Fisher's experimenting
began with his team's new
starting lineup and ended with
a fourth quarter stall that killed over five minutes off the
clock.
In the interim were several
other new wrinkles as Fisher
began to prepare his team for
the district tournament.
"We evaluated every
statistic we have had this
season," Fisher explained,
"and then when rated our
players by their totals. After
we broke the statistics down,
we came up with the five top
players. That is who we
started.The new starting lineup,
consisting of Velvet Jones,
Rousse, Monica
Donna
Greene, Kim Tharpe and
Tonya Alexander, played at

as well as their statistics
had indicated.
With Candy Jackson and
Natalie Garfield contributing
off of the bench, the starting
five was able to use the
vaunted Tiger press to run up
a 36-14 lead midway through
the second period.
Rousse provided must of the
firepower, hitting for the
Tiger's first six points of the
game. Rousse scored all 12 of
her points during Murray's
early outburst.
"Donna has started to hit
her shot again," Fisher said.
"She was in kind of a slump
for a while but she got her confidence back in this one. When
she can hit her shot from the
side, it takes a lot of pressure
off of our inside game."
Alexander also added 12
points in the first quarter and
a half as the Tigers ran away
and hid from St. Mary early.
The new starters, plus
Jackson and Garfield, combined to hit 16 of 25 shots from
the floor in the first 12 minutes
before giving way to the
substitutes.
That torrid shooting, plus
the intense pressure provided
by the press, accounted for the
early end to the contest.
The large advantage allowed Fisher to clear the bench by
least

the end of the second quarter
It also allowed him to continue
his experiments.
-We tried several variations
of our press," Fisher said.
-We are still looking for the
best combinations on our
press so we ran a lot of people
in and out. We ran a 2-2-1 zone
press in the first half and then
went with a 2-1-2 in the second.
We didn't play very well in
the third quarter. The girls
knew we had a big lead and
were not too inspired. It took
us a while to wake up."
After the sluggish third
quarter ended with Murray
still on the long end of a 50-27
score. Fisher surprised

everyone by attempting to
stall the entire fourth quarter.
The Tigers took just one
floor shot, a juniper by Alexander in the first 20 seconds of
the period that missed, as they
methodically ran time from
the clock.
At one point, Murray was
able to keep the ball at its end
of the floor for over five
minutes. For a team that
usually lives and dies by its
ability to outquick its opponents, the Tigers ran a fairly impressive version of the
stall.
"We wanted to try some new
things before tournament
time," Fisher explained. "We
have been wanting to run a

Smith Thinks Easy Shots Make
Difference In Cards'79-60 Win
LOUISVILLE ( AP) -Louisville forward Derek
Smith thought the easy shots
were the difference in the Cardinals' surprisingly easy 79-60
victory over Marquette.
"We got a lot of layups
because we ran our patterns
well," said Smith, who dropped in 26 points in Saturday's

game in Milwaukee. "And
when they overplayed us, we
went to our options real well.
We're just playing super
now."

Smith connected on a school
record 12 of 12 from the field
as Louisville connected on a
team mark of 71.4 percent
from the field. The Cardinals

Wood Ignores Dislocated Shoulder To Lead UNC
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Al Wood has played in 114
straight college basketball
viames for North Carolina, so
It shouldn't have been surprising that he would ignore a lit-

tle thing like a dislocated
shoulder.
Before two minutes were
• gone in Sunday's nationally.
televised contest against
Maryland, Wood aggravated
an old injury, actually a par-

tially dislocated left shoulder
sustained earlier in the
season.
"I thought we had lost him
from the game," Tar Heels
Coach Dean Smith said,
Wood, however, was non-

chalant about the injury."The
rotator cuff in my shoulder
popped out. It's done it several
times." Wood said. "We put
ice on it, and it felt fine, but I
can see how you might think
l'-cl be out for the game."

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
By The Associated Press
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%tinkly's Gimes
tleveland 106 l;o4den State 90
Detroit 105. Washington 103
San Antcrao 107. Dallas 99
ilwago 134. Seattle 117
Mdwaukere 117, Houston :12
Smday's Games
PhdadelpIna 116, Atlanta 98
Kansas' City IfX, Seattle 105
sue Antonio 110, Mawaukee 108
Bowe 126 Denver 118
Indiana 113. amigo 107
New Jersey 134, Golden State 132
146 Angeles 107, Dallas 99
New York 115. Phoenix 101
Portland 113 Liah 84
Moodie's Games
No games schedukll

See or Call
Ed West
At Parker Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"Irefell Se
Dollars Ahead
If Vow
Deal With lid"
Offic• 753-5273
Nemo 753-3084

Weekend Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
AUTO RACING
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla r AP
—
Richard Petty edged Bobby Allison by
four seconds as the 'King" of stock car
racing roared to an unprecedented
seventh Daytona 500 victory
Petty. a seven-tune NASCAR champion and the all-time Grand National
leader with 193 victories, never led
before the 175th of DO Lops His Buick
Regal averaged 169 651 mph and he picked up 290,575 from the total purse of
$780.000
Allison. driving a controversial Pontiac LeMans. was followed across the
finish line by Ricky Rudd, Buddy Baker
and defending NASCAR champion Dale
Earnhardt
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla API —The
Daytona Sportsman 300 auto race.
scheduled for Saturday, was postponed
by ram The race was started under a
yellow caution flag before being stopped
after 10 laps.
Speedway officials rescheduled the
Sportsman for today at Ila m
GOLF
HONOLULU AP; — Hale Irwin shot a
1-under-par 69 and scored a recordsetting 6-stroke victory doer 51-year-old
Don January in the 2235.000 Hawaiian
Open golf tournament.
Irwin mapped a 19-month winless string with a 265 total. 23 strokes under per

He picked up 158.501.1 for ruN 120 i-05
tour title
January. a ho collected $35.000. fired a
closing 63 and finished a shot ahead of
Ben Crenshao, Terry Diehl and Isao
Aoki of Japan
ST PETERSBURG. Fla 1AP', Veteran JoAnne Lamer purred the first
hole of a sudden death playoff with Dot
Germain and captured the 8100.000
I-PGA SIM golf tournanient
Germain. the defending champion.
shot a double-bogey 6 on the hole
Corner. o ho earned 815,000, and Germain ftnished the 54-hole Ladies Professional Golf Asomation event at 1-underpar 215 Carner had a closing round par72. while Germain was to.over-oar 74
Jan Stephenson finished one stroke
back at 216
TENNIS
API — John
BOCA RATON, Fla
cEnroe downed Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina 6-7, 6-4, 6-0 to capture 2300.000
Pepsi Grand Slam of Tennis tournament
It took three hours and 15 minutes for
McEnroe to earn the 6150,000 first prize
Vitas took home 275,000
In the consolation match, Brian
Teacher beat Tim Gullik.son 6-2.6-7:4-0
The third set was shortened so CBS-TV
could televise the entire McEnroeVtlas
match
OAKIAND. Calif I AP -- Andrea

Jaeger wore down Britain o Virginia
Wade 6-3. 6-1 and o on the $125,000 Avon
Championships of California.
The IS-year-old from Lincolnshire, Ill ,
seeded second, earned $24,000. Wade. 35
and seeded fifth, won 812,000 for her best
tennis showing loll months

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Amerlmn League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Signed
Dewey Robinson and Mark Teutsch. pitchers
Natimal League
NEW YORK METS—Signed Jeff
Reardon. pitcher, to a one-year contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
HOUSTON OILERS--Named Joe
Galat defensive line conch and Mike
Holovak assistant general manager
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Named
Ed Hughes assistant mach
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
TORONTO
MAPI.E
LEAFS—Recalled Mike Kaszycki,
center, from Dallas of the Central
Hockey League

Weekend College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
Saturday', Games
EAST
American U 71, La Salle 69
Boston U 77. New Hampshire 64
Bridgeport 108, Bentley 77
Columbia 52, Brown 49
Connecticut 65.Sy racuse 63
Delaware 76, Bucluiell 67
:MawareSt 76, Howard 1.1 74
Eordham 73, Manhattanville 51
Franklin & Marshall 67, Dickinson 56
Georgetown 56 Seton Hall 56
Hofstra al...Niagara 72
Holy Cross 86, Boston Coll 74
Iona 57. St.Peter's 45
Lafayette 65, Rider 55
Northeastern 73,StErancis, NY 60
I ld Dominion 72, Navy 63
megon St 57. St John s. N Y 45
f'enn 71. Dartmouth 64
F'enn St 71. Drexel 58
Pniacelon 72, Harvard 48
Proodence 82, V illanova 70
Rot hester 53, Buffalo 44
St Bonaventure 90, George
Washington 75
St Joseph's. Pa 61. Temple 58
L'S International 71, Rhode Island 67
Vermont 67. Colgate 60
Wagner 95, Cathotrry 64
A' Virginia 73 hillte.ers67

W Chester St 65. lehigh 62
Yale a8. Cornell 47
SOLTH
Alcorn St. 65, Jackson St 57
Auburn 66. Mississippi St. 55.
Austin Petit 81. Middle Tenn 77.0T
Baptist 74, Georgia Tech 51
Biscayne 79, Dayton 75, OT
Cincinnati 80, Florida Si 79
Davidson 94, Furman 19,01
ETennessee St 95, W Carolina 88
Houston Baptist 74, NE Louisiana 71
Kentucky 77, Alabama 62
Louisiana St.64 Georgia 62
Mercer 60, Georgia So 58, OT
Mississippi 66, Flonda 52
New Orleans 77, Georgia St 58
N Carolina AST 69, Florida ASSI 63
NC Wilmington 57, Maine 52. JOT
Notre Da.me 71. N.Carolina St 55
St Francis, Pa. 511, George Masao 19
S Mississippi 87,N Texas St 71
Southern U 63, Prairie View 60
SW I ouisiana 65. Louisiana Tech 58
Stetson 88.So mford 66
Tennessee 79, Vanderbilt 72
Tn -Chattanooga 89. Marshall 77
Tenn Tech 56,E Kentuck*55
Virginia 73, Clemson 1.8
Virginia Tech 64. St 1.1,36',
Wake Forest 58, Duke 52
W.Kentucky 66, Murray Si 44

You've Seen It On
60 Minutes,
Good Morning America,
and in
People Magazine

COMING SOON
DMSO

William & Mary 77, &Carolina 68
M 113W EST
Ball St 63, N Illinois 58
Bowling Green 90,Cent Michigan 80
Creighton 95, New Mexico St 83
DePaul 61, Evansville 53
Detroit 83. Butler 72
Drake 91, Indiana St 78
E Michigan 68, Ohio 1.1 58
Illinois 63. OhioSt 57
Indiana 59. Wisconsin 52
Iowa 82. Northwestern 64
Kansas 51. Iowa St 49 .
Kansas St 66, Nebraska 49
Louisville 79. Marquette 60
Miami, Ohio 107, Kent St, 77
Michigan St 70, Michigan 66
Minnesota 92, Purdue 72
Morningside 64,South Dakota 58.511
Neb 4rimaha 72, North Dakota 6.5
N Michigan 72, Willow.70
Northland 83, Wis.-Milwaukee 78
Pan American 69, Illinois St
W Michigan 73, Toledo 71
W Texas St 97, S Illinois 57
Xavier,Ohio 90, loyola, Ill 89
SOUTHW ES'T
Arkansas 70. Houston 55
Arkansas St 79, McNeese St 64
Hardin-Simmons 85, Centenary 30
Oklahoma 60, Missouri 55
Oral Roberts 109, Oklahoma (Sty 96
Texas A&/eI 71, Rice 56
Texas Christian 52, Southern
Methodist 44
Texas Tech 56, Baylor 53
Tulsa 71, Bradley 54
Wyoming 63, Texas-El Paso 58
FAR WENT
California 73. Washington St 65
Cal-Irvine 50, San Jose St 49
Colorado 85, Oklahoma St 57
Denver 51, Chadron St 49
Fresno St 46, Cal-Santa Flarh.c
Fullerton St. 76, U of Pacifii
Gonzalo 68, U of San Diego 51
Ha waii113. Utah 74
Idahd TO. Bode St. 64
Monfana 811. Weber St 51'
Montana St 73, Idaho St. 55
Nevr-Lis Vegas 67. Air Force J9
Nev •Reno 90. 1.4 Arizona 87
New Mexico 68. Colorado St Si
Pepperdme W.St Mary's, Calif 91
San Diego St 73, Brigham Young 72
San Francium 39, Loyola, Calif 75
Santa Clara 72, Portland U 65
Southern Cal It, Annana 71
U(1...1 64, Arizona 10 61
Utah St. 105, long Beech St
Washington IS. Stanford 71
Someday'. Games
FAST
Duquesne 66, Pitt 64
SOL114
North Caroline 76, Maryland 63
N C -Charlotte 73, South Florida 54
Vu
Commonwealth 79, Ala Birmingham 89
MIDWEST
Quincy 72, form 57
fiorkhurst 83. Baker, Kan 67

stall, NU when the game was
Alexander led all scorers
pretty much decided by the with 16 points. Rousse and
end of the first half, we decid- Monica Greened added 12
ed to do it.
apiece as Murray raised its
-We did a good job of runn- record to 11-5.
ing the stall. It is something
The Tigers entertain Heath
that we have not practiced a tonight.
lot on,so I was pleased that we 7
ran it as well as we did. It got
Merrily High — %Jebel Janes 2 4141 4;
us a few one-and-one shots, Monica Greene 6 0-2 12. Tanga Ainander B 04
Kuu Tharpel 5451
which is what it is designed na Rousse 5 2-2 12; Candy Jackman DonI 3-2
6- Natalie Gaalie/d 0 26 2, Glenda Yes"
for."
2-4 2. Jann Washer 0 04 0; Lynette
The Tigers cooled off after Thompson 0 14 I. Jodi Marlin 12 44 ft,
their opening flurry of Edwina Key 02-22; Rayaha Ønhettal64
0, Laurie Morgan Seat Canine Spann 0
baskets, connecting on 22 of 52 400
2211-2255.
floor shots in the game for 42
St. Mary 1331 — Melissa Rodgers 2 64
percent. St. Mary, constantly 10. Mary Alice W9sock 1 Oil 2, Brenda
Roof 0 32 0, Nancy Scheer 1 4-66- Linda
hampered by the tight Murray Kaufman 1 062. Noreen Neal
1 0-3 2
defense, could manage to Chris Kaler 0 2-3 2. Barbara Scheer 1 0-1
make just nine of 40 shots 2. C'arol Tackett 2 3-8 7 915-3633
Murray High
22 16 12 5 — 55
from the field.
Si Mari
10 11 6 6 -33

Wood. a senior forward who
has not missed a single game
in his 32 seasons with the Tar
Heels, returned after a brief
rest and scored 28 points to
lead
10th-ranked
North
Carolina over Maryland, 7663, at Cole Fieldhouse in College Park, Md.
"I have a lot of pain at
times," the 6-foot-6 forward
said,"but I'm back to about 90
percent now."
Wood scored 16 of his points
in the first half, helping North
Carolina accelerate from an
18-14 lead to a 43-2.5 cushion at
intermission.
"We didn't plan to be that
far in front,- Smith said, -but
we played a superb first half."
In the first 4:3.5 of the second
half, Maryland outscored
North Carolina 19-8, getting 13
points from guard Greg Manning, to trim North Carolina's
lead to 5344. However, James
Worthy, the Tar Heels' other
forward, scored five straight
points to turn away the 19thranked Terrapins.
"The first half was as sorry
as we have played in Cole

made 30 of 42 field-goal attempts.
Junior guard Jerry Eayes
contributed 21 points as
Louisville, the defending national champion, won its
eighth straight game — and
12th of its last 13 — in running
its record to 14-8.
"We did most things we had
to do well," said Louisville
Coach Denny Crum,
Marquette, 16-7, was led by
Oliver Lee with 28 points and
11 rebounds.
Louisville's extremely quick
Cardinals were able to
penetrate to the baseline
almost at will in the first half,
although Marquette took a 1613 lead with 9:35 left in the half
with the help of four baskets
by Lee.

pressure forced the Warriors
to alter the release of their Inside shots. Meanwhile, Smith
shook loose for four baskets inside, as Louisville took a 34-22
lead.
A tipin by Scooter McCray
at the halftime buzzer gave
Louisville a 40-26 lead. The
Cardinals, using numerous
back-door plays, sank 17 of 23
field goal attempts during the
first half.
Marquette scored the first
five points of the second half,
but Eaves and Scooter McCray sank jump shots and
Rodney McCray tipped in a rebound to put Louisville ahead
46-31.
Marquette twice closed to
within eight points, but a
threepoint play by Smith
made it 64-50 with 5:18 to play.
It was the worst defeat inflicted on the Warriors on
their homecourt since the
196.5-66 season.

Field House," Maryland
Coach Lefty Driesell told
reporters, adding: "I would
appreciate it if you did not ask
me many questions. I don't
want to say too much now."
North Carolina is 19-6
overall with an 8-3 Atlantic
Coast Conference record.
However, Marquette
Maryland fell to 16-7, 6-5 in the
ACC. Albert King led managed only' two baskets
Maryland with 19 points, and during the next 7'2 minutes,
Manning and Buck Williams .as the Cardinals' swarming
each had 13.
Two upsets and one close
call highlighted Saturday's
Top 10 action. Eighth-ranked
Vernon's Western Store has
UCLA stopped No.5 Arizona
donated
200 pair of Girls,
State 64-61, and Hawaii upended sixth-ranked Utah 83-74.
Womens and Boys white leather
Fourth-rated Louisiana State,
boots to the Calloway County
meanwhile,extended its winnRescue Squad. These boots can
ing streak to 22 games with a
64-62 victory over Georgia.
be dyed the color you prefer for a
In other Top 10 games,.No.1
small charge.
Virginia downed Clemson 7358; second-ranked Oregon
a pr.
State whipped St. John's,
N.Y., 57-45; third-ranked
All proceeds to GO 90 'he AP,CUP SQUad
DePaul trimmed Evansville
61-53; seventh-rated Wake
Forest defeated Duke 58-52,
and ninth-ranked Tennessee
Olympic Plaza
Murray. Ky
downed Vanderbilt 79-72.
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Are You Running
For Office?
Deliver your message and
platform to the people with
an ad from the MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES.
Our advertising staff can
help you get your message
across and assist you with
your political campaign.

Call Today
753-1919
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ALTH
Understanding asthma
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.r
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DEAR DR LAMB
is produce iodides. a salt
I am ASIt111ie Oltirts aho want this
xl •ars old and have what
Small amounts are used to
issue
cents
a
his doctor has diagnosed as long. can send 75
loosen
secretions and aid as
stamped, self-addressed
intrinsic asthma Cigarette envelope for it to me. in care
an expectorant And if a persmoke perfumes and strong of this newspaper. P0 Box
son is iodine deficient, causing
detergents seem to trigger my 1551. Rath., City Station.
low thyroid function, it helps
New
coughing spasms I can sleep York. NY 10019
restore normal thyroid functhrough the night but with my
tion Otherwise, it has no role
Incidentally be careful not
first contact with irritants my to use aspirin or any products in enabling people to lose
lungs will partially close and I that contain aspirin
weight. unless they take
as these
will have a wheezing rattle in can cause asthma attacks in
enough to irritate the digesMy throat, which will ASO many asthmatics There
are tive system and cause diaraffect my speech
some new medications that rhea
My doctor is a specialist in are helpful in preventing
In small amounts it is not
allergies and has put me attacks Your doctor
likely to cause a problem but
may'
through all the tests lie says have already tried
there is such a thing as chronthem
there is nothing more that can
DEAR DR LAMB
What ic iodide toxicity, and some
be done for me and my best role does iodine
people
are sensitive to iodine
bet is to avoid the irritants reducing diet? Myplay in a Stopping the iodine or iodide
daughter
that bother me Of course that has lost a
usually
solves the problem
lot of weight and
is impossible to do entirely
this iodine pill is part of her Your daughter probably lost
Is there a place I could go diet plan Can this
be injuri- weight because her program
that may have newer medical ous'
limited her calories, not
treatments" My doctor is
DEAR READER - Iodine because of the iodine, unless
competent but if there is a combines with
she really did have a thyroid
chance other treatments including food in substances disorder that benefited
the stomach
would help I would appreciate
knowing about it.
DEAR READER
The
chances are that your doctor
has done all that can be done
However, it is quite natural
that you would want to seek
out anything that might
enable you to do better The
_ Frances Drake
solution for patients with this
situation is to have a consultaFOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 17, 1981
tion ...De American Medical
What kind of day will tomorAssignation
actively
watch overall spending.
encourages physicians to use row be? To find out what the
Academic interests and
consultations as a means of stars say, read the forecast cultural matters bring good
ensuring that patients get the given for your birth Sign.
fortune.
best and the latest in medical
LEO
management.
ARIES
( July 23 to Aug. 22) 41244
A good way to do thks is to ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
You'll need tact and conask your doctor to refer you to
Sharing thoughts with sideration
a major clinic or medical
with loved ones.
important
friends
will
to
lead
center. That was their studies
Business discussions are
ideas,
evening
-hours
though
will be returned to him for
favored. You'll receive good
don't favor socializing or financial
your future care.
advice now.
Now, your story is not quite heart interests.
VIRGO
typical. Intrinsic asthma is TAURUS
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP
usually not associated with
Apr. 29 to May 20 I 1--$
You're able to put in a good
specific factors that you are
Discuss new money-making
allergic to, but rather it is ideas with higher-ups. Refrain day's work now, but cotriggered by some internal from mixing business with workers may be touchy. Rely
on your own efforts for sucmechanism in your own body.
External asthma is the more pleasure. Be sensitive to the cess. Trust new ideas.
family.
of
needs
common type and is associatLIBRA
ed with allergic reactions. GEMINI
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1Lrl
—
Your doctor is quite right that (May 21 to June 201
Contacts with important
the best way to control asthYou'll make important people
bring gains. Hobbies
ma caused by specific aller- headway with career ingies is to avoid those terests. Socially, though, you and creative pursuits bring
more real satisfaction than
substances.
may contact one with an socializing now.
And there are several types overbearing
manner.
of asthma. Some people have
SCORPIO
mixed forms. To give you a CANCER
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
better understanding of asth- (June 21 toJuly 221
property
Some luck with
inWork from behind the
ma I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-6. terests, but you'll have to scenes for career success.
Family talks are favored.
Make important domestic
decisions. Be considerate.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) /ee
Mentally you're sharp, but
be careful of tactless remarks.
Stick to the facts. Some
hypocritical types may offend
your honor.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
It's a good time for financial
(VALUES TO $125.00)
agreements. You're shrewd
and can drive a good bargain
now. Put money-making ideas
to work with dispatch.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I .242;
Intellectual work should go
well. You're persuasive and
can make a good impression
on others with your ideas.
Make important calls.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Keep important ideas under
wraps. Talks now should be
private. Peace and quiet
enable the research-minded to
accomplish much.
YOU BORN TODAY combine Aquarian originality with
practicality. Both artistic and
scientific, you're quite versatile. Some of the fields in
which you'll find happiness include law, medicine, writing,
acting and public service. In
business, you'd succeed as
manager of a large corporation or as head of your own
company. Strive to do your
own thing for your best success.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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AGO Completes Report On McGuffey

ALL SALE SHOES

14.99

NOW $

I•VII41\115

SHOE-VR.10c

In Murray
West Side
On The Square

A npult.c.Ittail bald at the
time that Carroll bad received
"allegations of improper
handling of insurance
licenses.
McGuffey, who had also
served in the post during the
administration
of Gov.
Wendell Ford, described the
firing as "the stab wound of a
friend."
McGuffey
currently
operates insurance agencies
at Bowling Green and Smiths
Grove. He has expressed impatience with the long-delayed
repdrt, declaring "I want that

If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
*FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
•CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES
See your doctor first...

EST.
sfEbetvc co

cloud hanging w.t.r
removed "

4,1

lead

insurance) area," Illadiaar
said."We feel that as a=Mks
of cooperation, we meg OD
give them a copy for dude
formation"
Beshear said he also waste
to make certain the report will
not interfere with the jury's
current irivestigation.
The jury at Lexington has
been meeting a few months
longer than Beshear's office
has been investigating the
McGuffey matter, and
Beshear said there has been
.cooperation between the two
earlier.

The grand jury at Lexington
has been focusing on insurance irregularities, but not
to date in connection with issuance of licenses.
Its third and latest indictment, of former state
Democratic chairman
Howard -Sonny" Hunt Jr ,
alleges Hunt operated a
widespread kickback scheme
on state insurance contracts
"It's no secret that the
grand jury is looking
that
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440/o Off! True High-Fidelity Sound in
_ A Moderately-Priced System!

//////Z/////71M171111111111111111MM%

$419

Save
$3308°

Reg
Separate
Items 749.80

• Realistic STA-820 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
with 40 watts per channel, min. rms into 8
ohms,20-20.000 Hz,0.06% THD

•

• Two Optimu0 -27 Slimline Speakers with 8"
Passive Radiator, 6"2" Woofer, 1" Tweeter

sills

• LAB-120 Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable with
Realistic/ADC 412.95-Value Magnetic
Cartridge

000 0

31-2087.40-203342-2973

Tremendous Reserve Power in a Superb Hi-Fi System!

Save
$3608°

••••-•—•

$799 =

VISA

Reg. Separate Items 1159.80

• Realistic STA-2080 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
with 80 watts per channel, min. rms into 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz,0.03% THID
• Two Optimus T-200 "Tower" Speakers with
Twin 10" Woofers,6'/2" Midrange, 2' Tweeter
• LAB-220 Automatic Belt-Drive Changer with
427.95-Value Realistic/Shure R47EDT
Cartridge 31-3000 40 2029 42.7971

PortaVision• by

0
0 ;'

0000

AM/FM Stereo Phono
8-Track Record/Play System with

Radio That Lets You
Take Along VHF-TV Sound
Portable

Clannette -92 by Realistic'

Realistic

Toe I4995

Save9007
3788

Reg. 19995
Save 25% on a complete.
home music system withcompact
a
3-speed record_
changer.
8-track deck 1516" high built-in
speakers
#13-1201

Reg. 47.95
Personal size battery/AC radio
• features 3" speaker and earphone
#12-658
Battenes extra

By Archer'

Save 25%

Half Price Electronic Game

2-Player Baseball and
Football
Your
Choice

1277

199,
Baseball

Responds to all types of tires
U.L listed Battery included. a49-454

Baseball

Reg.
39.95
Each

1397

Batteries eroa

Makes
Figuring Taxes Easy!
Ec-2001 by Radio Shack

Phone Answerer with Remote
Control oueFoNE- TAD 20 by Radio Shack

I

Save s30

Sale!

Action Games

Each

Baseball with pitch,
slow fast balls, left/
rightcurves.changeups Football plays
four quarters Action
sound #60-2156/ 2157
Fooamit

Reg 16 95

Memory Calculator

•
•

Protect Your Life and Property
With This Smoke Alarm

HEARING AID ANALYSIS

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

lie

1)‹

eel

Then visit us for professional service

past two adourustrations.
Attorney General Steve
Beshear said the report will be
turned over to U.S. attorneys
to await their reaction.
If they find there is no
reason not to make it public,
we'll put it out in a week or
two," Beshear said.
Former Gov. Julian Carroll
dismissed McGuffey and
another top insurance official,
I. M. "Ike" Gray Jr., in October 1979, and asked then Attorney
General
Robert
Stephens to make an investigation.

By SY RA SLSE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, ter -rAP —
Nearly 17 months after Harold
McGuffey was fired as state
insurance commissioner, the
attorney general's office has
completed a report on the circurnstances.
However, whether the investigative findings are
released publicly apparently
will depend on a special
federal grand jury at Lexington which has been studying allegations of state
government corruption during

•
leiZzgazsm

2R7eg5
9

Football
29Relgs.

14

97

Fun for one or
two players
Action sound
#60-2150 51 54

Patten.' extra

Phone Extension Cords

Save 18%
25-teet - with
modular plugs
0279-356

488
Reg 5.95

995
• L12
Save 25%
Reg. 159.95
FL:We'll
eV'?
,

Save
27%

Pockerfemote control lets you get your
messages from any phone #43-257
Travel with 2-Way Radio

219Reg5

8-Track Recording Tape
40-Minute

Save ca95 2tor

29.95

Act now and save $8 00 on a
home/desk calculator with big
adapter lack
10-digit display AC
#65-660

TRC-421 A
by Realistic

30-ft 4-prong Reg. 3.99
lack and plug #279-1261

IWO lie Elea,

40%

Reg.99.95

You'll never drive "air:fie' with CB in your
car to let you call for help #21-1502

Reg. 1.99

199

80-Minute

Each

-nC
1.511C

Reg. 2.59

2tor259

Each
#44-840/841

206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Mae*Store or Dealer Nearest
You
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A .".,rnent of ac
counts nas peen tiled in the
Calloway District Court by 0 11
Jones committee for Lonnie
Wallace Paschall. incompetent
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 25. 1981 the date of
hearing

1:tiplikke

Eligal Notice

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Ronnie Lynn
Underhill Executor of the
estate of Taylor Underhill
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before February 25 1981 the
date of hearing

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by David Smith
and Paula Sills, Co-Executors
of the estate of Lavelle Smith
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on Of
before February 25 1981 the
date of hearing

1. legal Notice

Frances W Shea Circuit Court Frances
Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
Clerk
A periodical settlement of ac- A final settlement of accounts
counts has been filed in the has been tiled in the Calloway
Calloway District Court by District Court by lo Mathis and
William Carroll Curator of the Ella Edwards Co-Executrixes
estate of Daniel 1 Adams in- of the estate of Dona Erncompetent Exceptions to this sterberger deceased Excepsettlement must be filed in the tions to this settlement must
Calloway District Court on or be filed in the Calloway District
before February 25 1981 the Court on or before February 25
date of hearing
1981 the date of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk

A Li, settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Geraldine
kisets, Executrix of the estate
of Tyra E Milstead deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
February 25 1981 the date of
hearing.

Frances NI Shea Circuit Court Frances ik Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway A final settlement of accounts
District Court by Mary V has been filed in the Calloway
Hodges Administratrix of the District Court by Dale Myers
estate of B J Hoffman deceas- Executor, of the estate of Effie
ed Exceptions to this settle- M' Myers. deceased Excepment must be filed in the tions to this se4tlement must
Calloway District Court on or be filed in the Calloway District
before February 25 1981 the Court on or before February 25.
1981, the date of hearing
date of hearing
,x
Frances W Shea Circuit Court Frances W Shea Circuit Court Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts A final settlement of accounts I Joe Pat McCallon will no
has been filed in the Calloway has been filed in the Calloway longer be responsible for any
District Court by Willodean District Court by Mildred debts other than my own as of
Walker :Admintstratrix. of the Russell, Executrix of the February 14 1981
estate of lames W. Walker. estate of Ilee Keys, deceased
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
deceased Exceptions to this Exceptions to this settlement
settlement must be tiled in the must be filed in the Calloway The following estate fiduciary
Calloway District Court on or District Court on or before appointments have been made
before February 25. 1981. the February 25 1981 the date of in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
hearing
date of hearing.
should be filed with the
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court Frances W Shea Circuit Court fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.
Clerk
Clerk

iiijál Notice

103E,

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

TI •ssei-xsi.t s

Ak. Oil Willi
FIRS1 in (xiii SOils F VON xx LASS RI.% 1E16 OF KF Pt I ITTVE
ACTIONS IN Mt. ten V FAR FLAMDPLAIN
TVA's Modal:ion Management and PrutecUan vi Wetlands pros
cedures. 44 Fed Keg 45,513-21 .19711. implementing Executive Order
11961 Fi•eKiplditl Management and 11500 Protection of Wetlands',
O sfht 1 onsicler eiterinativesto
a iUsnliilaiil or a larger fluedplain tor critical acactions
in
a
taking
wetland
I
permitting
or
la connection with the
tions or
permits, and approvals for lead-see activities, and
in connection with the acquisition. managenient, and disputation al TVA
facilities and Federal lands under TVA meant koni No. 5201 those pro.
eedures permits TVA to evaluate as a elms, routine or recurruut action
when the consKleratums of whether to laeate ui a fleedpihe are
substantially' similar TVA will continue to indinidriaBy review proposals
to permit or take action oothin a wetland due to the indivodual

requirr Ts Si,
siting in the

characteristics of wetlands
There are certain recurring activities usually on'urnnit adjacent to
streams or TVA rekerv ark that TVA has decided to evaluate as a totem to
determine their inipacts on natural and beneficial floodplain values
These activities are conducted at tunes by TVA or other governmental
entities but pronripally by members of the public. In the latter two caws.
TVA is involved due to the need to obtain TVA approval purmant to Su
cox) Nia of the Tennessee Valle) Authority Act of 1933 as amended. 16
U.S.(' 131y-1, the need to obtain a locense or property interest from TVA.
Of because of a fsioperative agreenient to which TVA is.. party To date,a
large number ol these aims ties base been reviewed on an individual
basis by TVA pursuant to its procedures. with public notice and oppor-

tunity to comment. and the results of the reviews have indicated co.sostently and uniformly that through application of routine criteria TVA
had nunounzed the adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain
values. No significant public nimments to the contrary have been receiv-

Nimmensiger
ANTIQUES
PM Sates, OM
Drawer dr•seer

Dressers, 3
Irak mirror,

Oak loci....

Oak Wash
Chittrobe .
Trunks
lemy Toms, DIMON Part.
QM,Map INN, 6 Choirs
awl dies cubism
Stoat

Geo. Hodge IL
Son. Inc.
205 S. 0th ktoorr•y
IS] 1669
Charlie Brown Playschool,
1607 Olive, 753-7359 Ages
1 1-2-up $550 daily Drop ins
$1 00 hourly.
Country Valley Pet Shop, one
mile out of Mayfield, KY
Highway 80 East Small
animals dogs and cats and a
large selection of tropical fish
and pet supplies Open Tuesday through Sunday

6. Help Wanted

20. Sports Equipment

Urgently need dependable person who can work without
Supervision in Murray area We
train Write I W Hopkins.
General Manager, Royal Oil
Company. Box 646. Ft Worth.
Texas 16101

The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security largest
variety, lowest priced no
registration or red tape in Kentucky Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville Junction KY 164-117 Hours 8-5
Sunday 12-5.1502)885-5914

7. Storage-Nis.
Custom
Built
portable
buildings. Call 753-0984

9. Situation WaitedExperienced mature woman
needs part time employment
Excellent housekeeper, good
with children, older people
Call 759-4621 evenings or
write Box 2556 University Station, M.S.U.
Secretary position wanted. Permanent full time Operate
memory typewriter and System
6 Phone 767-6293 ,
Will babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends Calf 753-1624.
Will do babysitting in my home,
located in downtown area
Have references Call 1536487

New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments Clayton's 753-7575
Wanted Responsible party to
take bp small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty 753-7575.

Furnisher
bedroom
Zimmera
16th, 75.

Furnisher
at New C
th Call 4

Furnisher
ried coui
pus. ful
parking
8585

23. Exterminating
All BUGS CALL

U 011

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I

Ijji

Apartmei
doe ntow
Duplex fi
pliances.
Call 753For rent
ments at
or 753-4:
For rent
apartmer

2/ Musical

• .4e
After this class resit.. is completed, further nubile reviews will not be
undertaken for individual actions which are eleternuned to fall within the
A periodical settlement of acGoing out for business sale.
class.
Kelley's Termite
This review will in no way constitute or evidence approval by TVA, Enix Interiors 753-1474. u
counts has been filed in the
where TVA property rights are involved or within the onearung of Section
& Pest Control
Callowai District Court by
26a of the TVA Act, of any structure or facility falling within the class Reduced safe and fast with
Phone 753-3914
Harold G Doran Ii. AdPersons wishing to undertake the achvities listed here or other activities GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
requiring TVA approval are cautioned that they must apply for TVA apministrator of the estate of
'water pills- Holland Drug
proval
in
the
same
manner
as
they
are
currently
required
to
do.
Ada Mae Gibson. deceased. ExThe following actions will be evaluated to determine their impacts on
isce aneous
10. Bus. Opportunity
ceptions to this settlement
natural and benefienit fluodplain values
1 Private water use facilities e.g , used or floating boat disks, fixed
. BEALE'S
must be filed in the Calloway
Business opportunity. Four Firewood, seasoned oak and
or floating boathouses, floats, fixed piers, rafts. floating ski J umps and
mobile homes in clean, small hickory, 18-. 24- Chainsaws
District Court on or before
slalom courses and buoy lines for swimming areas,.
TUNE-UP
February 25. 1981. the date of
mobile park Top condition and repaired, sharpened. Tree
2. Conunercoal recreation boat dock and water-use facolthes le g ,
docks, fixed pic,rs. floats, fixed or floating boat slips, fixed or floating
hearing
643 N. 4th
underpinned. $600 per month removal. 489-2327. 489-2853.
water-related dock buildings but not including habitable structures, fuel
income lob relocation makes Firewood, 18-14" seasoned.
handling facilities, fliodproof buildings for dry boat storage, and minor
1111 with electronic ignition
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
it difficult to manage Price mixed hardwoods. $25 per
dredging fur boat channels and harbors..
$29.95; VS withoot elec- 3. Picnic tables, benches, grills, and fences on TVA lands.
Clerk
$19.800. 1-924-5445
tronic ignition 534.95; 6 cyi.
rick. delivered Call 753-8536
A final settlement of accounts Richard Scarberry. RI 1. Hazel.
4 Underground. overhead, or anchored utility and related lines arid
with electronic ignition
14:Wiiit To Buy
has been filed in the Calloway KY 42020 Deceased, Mayme support structures it.g . cable TV, electric, pipeline. sewer telephone.
Firewood.
cut any length, most
$22.95,- 6 cyl. without Met
and water I;
District Court by Frances W Platt Alton, Rt.l. Hazel, KY
oak and hickory. $22 50
Junk cars 474-8838
5. Water intake structures.
trona ignition $27.95,, I cy1.
Shea. Executrix, of the estate 42020. Administratrou Robert
6. Outfalls.
delivered. 489-2492 or /53with
electronic ignition
of Meadow Niue deceased Ex- 0 Miller,: Courthouse. Murray. - 7...• Mooring and loadina.fitobties Inc barge terminals.
4157- $IN.95; 4 cyl without elec8 Agricultural use of TVA land.
ceptions to this settlement KY Attorney
tronic ignition $23.95. AM
9 Minor grading and fills 'e.g.. slopes for boat launching ramps. public
Firewood for sale. 436-2727
must be filed in the Calloway
prices include parts and labor.
highways, railroad crossings, pedestrian walkways and crossings,
WANTED:
ACROSS
5 Trick
Disk brake, • 7 wheels
Fireplace insert used only 2
on or before Maurice Franklin Crass, SR.. private drieeyeays, retaining walls and riprap for bank stabilization, and
District
Court
1 Concealed
6 Zeus's
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
parking lots,
518.50 includes labor S. padi,.
STANDING
weeks. Call 753-6546.
February 25 1981 the date of 103 S Third St. Murray KY
1 Chinese
beloved
culv
erts
for
pedestrian,
high.
ay
.
and
railroad
cross10.
Bridges
and
Drum brakes $23.50 includes
PA'
13
hearing
weight ono
7 Time period
ings, and
TIMBER
Seasoned
wood for sale Call
Martha
Crass.
103
S
Deceased
A
as
shoes
ft
labor,'
When
cylinBCC 01313 CCU
9 Siamese coin 8 Profits
• It Small pnvate land-based storage sheds and buitdongs having less
489-2630
Third St.. Murray. KY Ex- than 25 square feet of floor space and used Tor storage of water use12 Fuss
Will but tie timber. Also
CCU CVO CCU
dens. turning drums S. rotors
9 Reverence
Frances
W.
Shea,
Circuit
Court
10 Cargo unit
13 Hoard
0017013 OCCUU
ecutrix. William Donald
related equipment
are extra for most Amencon
paying top price for
Wood for sale. 436-2758.
14 Sorrow
Clerk. .
It Spread
CC COCO
Measures will be taken to auninuze impacts orynatural and beneficial
CAM
for
Overbey. 291 Main St. Murray.
White Oak veneering
15 Tork
ULIC CCOCCUU
floollplain values when no practicable alternative to taking an action in
dnith9
Wdoo
prn. 7b5
u3r7n3
8g8stove. Call after 6
A final settlement of accounts KY Attorney.
¶7 Be present 16 Rocky hit
CC MUM 130
the floodpiain exosts. Appropriate conditions and terms will be included in
and other quality tim19 Spoken
18 Rips
has been filed in the Calloway
the authurizations and approvals issued by TVA. TVA will also take these 3. Card of Thanks
UCCUCCU COC
ber. Can 753-5592 af21 Compass pl 20 Household
measure,if it maintains or constructs any of these facilities.
COCO CC
District Court by Chad Stewart Myrtle L. Dixon Bryan Murray
Wood for sate Call after 5 Pm:
22 Cicatrix
god
Any comments on this review by TVA should be submitted to
ter 7 p.m.
MOM ODOM
The family of Norman A
KY
Executor,
of
the
estate
of
Roy
Manor
Apts.
Murray,
25 Flap
22 Postage itern
436-5498,
Director
Jahn
R.
Paulk,
CESIC CCU CCU
Klapp
wishes
to
express
it
,
27 Alack's mate 23 Seat
Division of land and Forest Resources
Stewart, deceased Exceptions Deceased, Mamie Bryan Hall,
0013 CCU 1300
31 Articie
25. Business Services
24 Diphthong
sincere appreciation to
Tennessee Valiry Authority
•
to this settlement must be fil- Randall Or, 0-3, Madisonville,
32 tetMr sec•
26 Play go small
Norris. Tennessee :1782Is
ed in the Calloway District KY 42431 Co-Executrix. James no later than March 9, 1981. Comments may also be telephoned to INA's everyone for their hind acts of Want lo buy: Used card table. HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 5 years
non
towns
34 Cooled lava 28 State 605,
51 Greek etter
sloths
Court on or before February 25. VV. Bryan, 1101 Ethridge En.. Cificen Action line at 1-800-362-9250 I inside Tennessee 1-800-251-9242 sympathy during the loss of our Call 474-9729 or 475-2346 experience, 5 tax courses, 8-6
35 Droop
29 Separate
41 Above
52 Cloth
Monday-Friday, nights and
1981. the date of hearing
Union City, TN 38261 Co- .outside Tennessee.. and 6324100 in Knoxville orbs contacting TVA's In- loved one. Thank you all.
after 5 pm.
36 Ethiopian
30 Avoids
44 Harvest godmeasure
formation Office. 400 Commerce Avenue, Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.
title
Executor, Stephen C. Sanders,
at9tirld4a2y5s by appointment Call
32 Equality
54 Hit lightly
dess
John R. Patilk 5. Lost and Found
Wanting to buy mechanic tools. S15
37 Gold symbol 33 Ship channel 46 Harem rooms 55 Greek letter
608W
Main
St.
Murray.
KY
AtDirector
of
land
and
Forest
Resources
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Lost: Gold chain with 37 gold Call 153-2405. ask for Tommy.
38 Inlidel
35 Frighten
48 Ins and 56 Crimson
Clerk
torney.
41 Vase
39 Thus
49 Macaw
59 Babylonian
26. TV-Radio
beads. in .vicinity of Wells Hall Would like to buy high
chair.
42 Malay canoe 40 Three-toed
50 Container
dety
A final settlement of accounts
or at Campus Lights Thursday Call
43 Wrong Pre753-0795.
Ivan
Hazel
KY
Wilson.
42049
1 2
has been filed in the Calloway
10 Is
night. Reward! Call 761-4796
fix
2. Notice
'NA VOX
FOR SALE
44 Chooses
Want to buy: 34 size mattress
District Court by lack Shroat. Deceased gill Ed Hendan.
affer 6 pm.
12
45 Artificei UsfiRt.4.
Murray
KY
Executor,
1.A
Murray s No 1 color t v.
Call
753-3143
after
4
pm.
Executor
of
the
estate
of
The
Murray
Police
goage
6. Help Wanted '
Charles Thomas Shroat, deceas- Gregory. Jr.. 204 S Sixth St
47 Hatt
FOR RENT
Department will be acCLAYTON'S
Would like to buy dishes
19
49 Assent
Boy Scout Executive position trinkets. etc Call
ed. -Exceptions to this settle- Murray KY Attorney.
cepting sealed bids on
AB Musk 753-7575
Gilson Power Bolt Log
753-8669.
53 Expulsion
25
available with the Roy Scouts
ment must be filed in the
57 Cheer
1978 Ford LTD-2 and a
Splitter by day or job.
21
of America. For information Want to buy: 2 used twin sized
Calloway District Court on or Billy-E Darby Rt 1. Box 258M
58 leideomak e
1976 Mercury both
Operator available. All
60 Devoured
phone 443-6461. 9 am- 5 pm mattresses for bunk beds. Call Wanted: -Responsible person to
before February 25. 1981, the Farmington, KY 42040 Deceas14
61 Southern
stovewood
ed. Dianne A. Darby'. Rt.l. Box
vehicles were detective
hardwood
753-6173 ask for Sherry, after take up monthly payments on
Mon Fri
date of hearing.
se
block bird
25- color IV., warranted.
258M, Farmington, KY 42040
6 pm
cars used by the Murray
for sole S25.00 per
62 Bangs
Need
7
intelligent,
ambitious
42
Clayton's. 753-7575. :
43
63 Cushion
Police Department.
rick. Coll 753-8351
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court Administratrix. David C. Buck•
or
college
students,
male
Ingham, 4th .8 Maple Sts
01:
1"
H Clerk,
21TMObile Home Sales
Bids will be accepted
DOWN
immediately
female,
to
start
Murray, KY Attorney.
WE BUT ALUMINUM CANS 11
1 Chapeau
at the Murray City
1974 Double wide mobile
hours flexible. For more infor
Open Monday Nom Saturday
2 Mountain on sT"
Clerks
office
until
5
home, 24x36, partially furnishmatron
call
924-5811
Crete
Frances
W.
Shea.
Circuit
Court
BIRP
Sewing
machine
zig
cog
CYCLING
Bible Facts. Free Store for the Clerk
p.m. February 73,
ed or unfurnished All electric
3 Click beetle 61
62
83
Need a substitute driver in the
and attachments. Sews
CENTER
i
4 Despot
needy. 759-4600
with baseboard electric heat.
1981. Vehicles can be
county
for
Meals-on-wheels
Fulton,
perfect, fully guaranKentecky
Very easily heated_ $7500
seen at Murray City
Call
753-0929.
Murray
472-1537
teed. Phone 354-6521.
Phone 1-354-6217.
PRETTY 500h THE BACK DOOR
Nall from 8 a.m. to 4
ec,
e, ri)
A_ WATCHED BACK
lust across the track from Ow
Calloway County Senior
OF Ti-lE HOUSE WILL OPEN
p.m. weekdays. The
For sale Mobile home, 12x58
DOOR NEVER OPENS!
Fulton Post Office.
Citizens.
What we do best is care
AND THE ROUND-HEADED
Scheville, 2 bedroom, partially
Public Safety Com$180 Per week part time at
Needline, 753-6333.
KID WILL COME W4LKIN6
furnished. $4000. Call 753mittee and the Chief of
home. Webster, America's
OUT WITki Prilr SUPPER...
8417_
Police have the right to
foremost dictionary company 15. Articles For Sale
AL'S SUPER SHELL
reject any and all bids.
needs home workers to update 42,000 BTU central air- 1972 Model 12x55, nice
South 4th Street
local mailing lists. All ages, ex- condition unit, $500: 14' trailer. 753-6231.
Murray, Complete Auto
per pence. unnecessary. Call 1- Runabout boat with trailer and - 12x60 Mobile home, central
Repair. Free tube with
716-845-5670. Ext, 454.
65 hp Mercury motor, $450. heat and air. setting on 3'‘
2. Notice
oil and filter change.
759-1621.
acres land, well water, 6 miles
Staff
Pharmacist.
Immediate
753.7896.
southeast of Murray on Dodd
For
sale
•
Bar
stereo
with
AM
opening
with
Community
-NANCY, GO TO THE
Kirby Electrolux Filter
Hospital. Mayfield, KY. Com- FM radio, 8-track, and turn Road Call 753-5080 after 5
Ask NUM about her special
BOARD AND MAKE
tinting.
oils
and
hand
plete salary and benefit pro- table with flashing wood lights pm. days 153-9411.
Queen
Vacuum
Cleaner,
A DRAWING OF
gram
to fit your needs. Contact Also new grrl's 10-speed and 2 Two bedroom trailer, near Murlike
new,
$99.50 each.
THE
CARTER STUDIO
Personnel Office at 502-247- used 14 inch radial tires Call ray no pets -Call 489-2611
Fully guaranteed. Phone
WORLD
436-2437 ,
753-8298
304 Main
5211.
Two 1971 Wheeler, 1262. For
354-6521.
Franklia _wood stove; 40- white information call 753-7737.
Frigidare range, wicker rocker 28. Mob. Home
753-2206.
One bedroom trailer for rent, 2
NEWSPAPER
50 Hook hotlines $10, nylon 1 miles east of Murray. Call 753-,
'05-IA
C ono.;Fro....1,0x•••
OFFICE HOURS
lb
no
21
or
24
$3
79:
Trotline
5793.
IS
The Murray Ledger 4
DURING
C'MON,SCRUIP
Per IT iN THERE,
hooks 1/0 $1.39 per 100, 2/0 Two bedroom trailer completeTHAT
BASEBALL I
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
WHERE'S THAT
$159
per
100,
McMahon
BABY,
ALL
BEETLE
ly furnished, very nice. $150
GET LO1,
5 OF
STRONG /6
.
4661T
We're looking for a Manager/Trainee and
YOU
swivels 50 for 5159, Pre-tied per month Call 753-8964 after
PUT IT IN THERE! Street, is open for business
Er4COU wAGEmENT
ARM / SEE
NEED!
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
mature,
hotline
,
you
are
drops
50
for
$1.00.
Managers.
If
Assistant
5
WI-IEN YOU'RE
Monday through Friday and
East Y Grocery,
P I Tch-ING
Two bedroom trailer, very
organized, and dedicated, and are looking for
from
8
a.m.
to
12
noon
on
BASEBALL?
New battery sale! 3 year war- clean. approximately 2'1 miles
new opportunities now, or in the next few
Saturdays.
ranty, $39.95 exchange. New on 641 South. No pets. 753months, send us your resume.
These hours include the
8436 after 5 pm
Concord Grocery, 436-5353_
business office, classified
Paducah, KY 42001
P.O. Box 1540
Three phase motor. It? hp, Two bedroom, furnished, low
deportment
advertising
utilities. Shady Oaks. $135 per
$50. Call 753-0840
retail advertising deportmonth 753-7980 or 753-8087
16:Rome
Furnishirits
ment and circulation
Business Rental
30.
For sale 15' Freezer, Amane
department.
AND THEY KNEW
condiworks
Air
good,
$100
than
At
times
other
HOW TO SING
tioner, 14,000 BTU. Coldpoint,
Commercial
THEM , TOO!
those listed above the ofworks good $80 Come by 41
fice is closed for regular
Property for
With the New Year brings the opportunity
Riveria Courts. Doug and
business even though
Lease. Available
Eunice Berry
to
join
Southern
Illinois
Leader
in
for
you
newsroom and production
March 1, 1981.
primary care.
Seven piece living room suite:
employees may be on duty.
Ac roan
'Ulm
3 piece maple bedroom suite.
We offer top starting salary and outThat
We
request
Murray Wholesale
arid bitches table and chairs
standing benefits such as: Day Core
customers observe the
Electric, Murray.
Call after 5 pm. 759-4663.
business office hours in
Excellent location
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
Sofa
with
slip
753cover.
$85.
placing cog to the
for
most any
more.
6851
newspaper.
business. Call 753Opening
presently
exist
in
Victorian living room suite
The telephone numbers
0212.
OPUIM OWN
OB, ICU,
OF 600,00...
Beautiful
upholstered
for the newslkaper departGLBT THEM ALL
mahogany set including large Large building for rent 4 bays
ER, Med/ Surg
0U7540E INTO
ments are:
THE AIR. Come
love seat 2 arm chairs and 4 in front hoist, 2 back bays. ex
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
With the New year realize your
ON.LLONI„
marble lop tables and 2
-Ira large room. Call 753-5970
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
professional and personal goals at
crystal lamps Qualoty furniture
or see at 808 CnIdwater Road
Circulation, . . 753-1917
in excellent condition A com
Display Ads .. . 753-1919
plete Victorian living room
Accounting. • .. 753-1916
ensemble -far below present
201 Bailey Lane
Hews 8 Sports . 753-1918
prices $1500 firm 436-2206
Benton, III. 621112
Mornay
Timi
615.439-3161
17.1Wu
um llaners
Lefts,& Timm
Ali I good 0 partmety Employer Nit
Electrolux Sales and Service

No"

32.. KO

I

Immedia
bedroom
with largi
Call 753One bedi
to fairgri
No pets.
One bed
nished
2967 aftf
Two bedr
ment
ref ngerat
dryer hoc
air. Call
7550.
Two bedr
ment 75
Three no
ment, 4
Couples 1
1459

For rent:
Call 753House fi
central
conditior
and full
month C
.Three be
from M
Call 753-

37

KEE MI
your go,
breed'
stallions.

AKC 'Co(
black b
old 90
5225
Dog obi
German
Austrath
436-285
Pointer
928-459
I.
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C

himanill

Rents

Captain D98

MANAGER/TRAINEE

REGISTERED NURSES
& GRADUATE NURSES

7

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL

Tony Montgomery, 753-6760

DCC
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43. Real Estate

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753-4109
Duplex for rent all kitchen appliances central heat and air
Call 753-814601 753-2437
For rent 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey 1533530
or 753 4331 after 5 pm
For rent Nice 1 bedroom
apartment Call 753-3949
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments South
16th /536609
Furnished apartment for rent
at New Concord, $80 per month Call 436-2427
Furnished apartment for married couple, adjacent to campus. fully carpeted, private
parking. Call 753-9319 or 7538585.

For sale Wooden Nickel
Trading Post, Aurora. KY All
stock and equipment $23.000
Call 1-554-0637 Of 1-898
3898

1

43. Real Estate

Pardons & Thar-mom
losnrasc• &
Royal Estate
Soulitslele Court sq.
Koaiteelly
7514431

Buy a building lot for
only $3,500.007 You
can at ROBERTS
REALTY! Located in
Kingswood Subdivision with city water
available. Lot is approximately 95' x 175'.

0 me.m1 4.0...4 Se

Need down payment' Let us
show you how you can .pur
chase this 3 bedroom brick
priced in the $30's Call us for
your showing as there is no
sign in the yard It's your move
and you win Dial 153-1492
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors

-

R C .41 IL 1r I,

'It's Dan Rather with the news, then Ralph

LOW RATE OWNER FINANCING with the analysis the rest of the evening.'"
Iwo terrific deals' 109 acre
cattle tarm, 70 lendable, and 41-Real Estate
43. Real Estate
it's a beauty with ponds, and a
Immediate occupancy! New. 2 running creek, completely
3110111 WAIF), MC.
RESIDENTIAL OR
bedroom duplex, extra nice fenced. A lovely mobile home
/444ors
...N.
with large living area, gas heat fully furnished is included
COMMERCIAL
maws bops. awl .4.14.,
fARAU HOMES
Call 753-3966 or 753-1389.
Older brick home with
NOW LISTEN TO THIS DEAL.
BUSINESSES
full basement located
One bedroom. apartment, next 263 Acres at nearly $500 per
LACE AND RECREATIONAL
on 14 beautiful rolling
to fairgrounds on 121 North, acre with 100 tendable the
PROPERTY
rest timber, including a rock
acres, 3' 7 miles north
No pets. 753-3139.
Listings needed? Offices
quarry In today's market
of Murray off 4-lane.
Coast to Coast. Buyers
One bedroom, carpeted, fur- owner financing is the only way
Would make excellent
from
nished apartment. Call 753- to go. Call today Spann Realty
Everywhere.
development property.
2967 after 5 pm.
"Free" Catalog
Associates, 753-7724
Priced in the 540's
STROUT REALTY
Two bedroom townhouse apartiv. 1 fl__ In4
ment.
range,
Carpet,
1113 C444.4nera.
awn" Kr
refrigerator, disposal washer
•
.1
dryer hookup, central heat and
753-0186
UAL ISTATI
40010.•
air. Call 753-7559 or 7531 PROPERTY 4401.4ALIMIE74T
7550.
BOYD-MAJORS
Here's
your real escape! From
Two bedroom furnished apartREAL ESTATE
city congestion and taxes Easy
ment. 753-8119_
753-8080_
commuting just one mile from
Three room furnished apartJust what you've
city limits This 3 bedroom colProfessional Sen s
ment, 400 South 6th St.
always wanted I ! How
With The Friendly Touch'
onial guarantees freedom from
Couples preferred Phone 247about a new brick
the early morning squeeze by
YOU'LL FEEL
1459
veneer, 3 bedroom, 2
the three ire the bathrooms.
AT HOME
bath, home with cenMay we suggest your dialing
34. Houses For Rent
When you first walk
tral heat and air, and
753-1492 for your showing of
in! There's a warm
For rent One bedroom house
loaded with lots of exthis home,CENTURY 21 Loretcozy atmosphere in
Call 753-5618.
tras, and located on
ta lobs Realtors
this extra nice room
House for rent. 3 bedrooms
5,
2 acres of land with
home.
modern
central gas heat, airjust enough large
Separate large panelconditioned, carpeting, garage.
zuktiv,
shade trees and just
kitchen
ed
den,
big
and full basement. $250 per
enough open land for a
plus
built-ins,
dinette,
month Call 1-89876687.
good garden or
753-1222
P2 baths, and central
whatever, and what if
.Three bedroom house, 2 blocks
heat and air. 34 acre
rail4..
AIM
it is only a short
from M S U., $150 per month
lot only 2',2 miles from
Call 753-7163.
distance
from
town?
YOUR
INCREASE
Murray. Affordable at
And what if it is
EARNING POWER
37. Livestock-Supplies $41,500.
priced to sell, quick? It
With this modern and
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
is ALL of these and we
attractive duplex just
LAKE
your good mares for 1981
have it!!
listed for sale. Each
COTTAGE
breeding season
Three
side has central heat
Cypress Springs - new
stallions 753-6126.
and air, modern kitand lovely-secluded 2
chen with all ap75 Acre farm 7 miles
bedroom lake home on
38. Pets-Supplies
pliances, 2 bedrooms,
SE of Murray. Approxa
tree-studded
lot.
AKC "Cocker Spaniels puppies.
living room with
imately
40
ac.
tenElec.
heat,
carpeting,
black, buff. and red, 8 weeks
fireplace, bath and
dable land, 30 ac. in
air conditioner, range
old. 901-648-5024 or 648utility area. Tastefully
timber.
Has
3
good
and
ref.
inc.
A
new
10'
5225.
decorated throughout.
bedrooms, bath, full
x 20' wooden deck is
classes.
AKC
Dog obedience
Phone 753-1222, Kopbasement, fireplace,
now being built. A real
German Shepherds and AKC
perud Realty, for all
several out buildings,
buy at only $21,000.
Austrathan cattle dogs. Call
the details.
pond, good well, and
436-2858.
tobacco barn. Call
NEW LISTING
Pointer pups, champion blood.
Murray Calloway
Modern
three
928-4593.
County Realty for
bedroom brick home
more information.
I.
in Sherwood Forest
lows C.r•44 - 434,3430
just west of Murray ciPreroNce 04.4 - 753,2725
ty limits. Central heat
Lora* Pa..- 751.1409
2251. P. Miller St.
%Ho. W014.4 733.1043
and air, living room
70,514•••••14., 00.9400440
Across From Community Canter
with fireplace, abun733 9124
kr A, 11••••••10•49.
dant storage areas and
Open Hours
extra room which
11A
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30-12:30
could be used as 4th
Aturray-Calloway
bedroom, game room
Closed Wednesday
County Realty
or study. Offered in
(502)753-S146
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
the mid $.511s through
304N 12th St
Kopperud Realty, 711
Meirr•y, Ky 42071
Main Street.
MHO iCI•

4

and
insaws
Tree
1853.

soned;
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ifter 6

5 pm,
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years
s. 8-6
and
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son to
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nob ile
rnishectnc
heat.
7500.

I2x58
Orally
753nice

entre
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miles
Dodd
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

ii

Dial-A-Service

: Nur).
.1. For

(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference
Radio Cab Company

ltS
nt 2
753
plete
$150
aftet
very
miles
753-

low
5 per
087

It

le
1

le

In

IV

3_

bays
S. ex

5970

TAXI CAB SERVICE
6 A.M.- MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK
Phone 753-5351 or 753-5352

Fire
911

Leather Repair

Poison

Police
911
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Sheriff
753-5131
753-3151 Custom Work
**
Saddles,
Control Ambulance Clothing,
Calloway County
Harness, Purses
Rescue Squad
Billfolds
&
753-9332
753-7588
753-9736 753-6952
FREE
Robinson & Day
Termite
Painting
Onturs Flies,Inspection
Roaches,
Contractors
CUSTOM Knauss
Silver Fish
CABINETS & CUSTOM
Shrubs
Quality Service 753-5292
WOODWORKING
KELLEY'S
TERMITE
FALL SPECIAL
Company
10%
OFF
CONTROL
&
PEST
Heating and Air
•CVS70114 KIPILI Minn VII

Conditioning Sales
Soles and Service
Modern Skeet Metal
Sot-vice Departmentt

753-9290

CIV AtiAll AC/I

All Paint
And Labor
With Ti.., Ad)

Ispergineed

Quality leorli

Very Kaasortablis Ames

•CIISTOIA IIIMAT K FT(NAN
CAINNETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

1005 13th Si
Murray k r

753-3914

rr,

r

3IE 3E"

753-1222
BETTER HOMES
&GARDENS
Could feature this
Beautifully
home.
wooded and landscaped lot and comfortable home just
waiting for your family. Don't let the opportunity pass to view this
charmer. Adjacent to
Murray High School,
this 3 bedroom home
also has study, den
with hand hewn beamed ceiling and stone
fireplace, formal dining room, 4nd large
game room corhplete
with wood burning
stove and wet bar.
Backyard
wooden
deck surrounded by
mature Hickorys and
Oaks. Offered very
reasonably in the upper 500's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Rental income property only 3 blocks from
the University. Property consists of one
large building with
five rental units and a
smaller building with
two rental units. All
seven units have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is
$540.00 per month.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, and let
us increase your earning power through
ound Real Estate investment.

49. Used Cars

M

50. Used Trucks

1975 Ford LTD price $1200 or
best ofer Phone 753-9710
Fiat 1973. 35 mpg. $1200
Maverick 1970 $450 Both
standard shift and 2-door 7591739

1972 Jeep C1-5, 6 cylinder. 3
speed. lock out hubs with
metal top Call 901-642-6353
1976 Luv pickup May be seen
at 201 South 7th St.
One ton ford truck with flat
1973 Mercury Monterey power dump Call 436-2227
and air nice Will trade for Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
motorcycle Call 436-5434
Trucks Available thru Govern1977 Olds Cutlass red with ment Agencies. Many sell
black interior power steering under $200 Call 312-742a -78r2,5
real sharp. $2800 Call 1143. Ext 2641 for into on
759
how to purchase
1980 Sunbird Hatchback. 1950 Willis truck 4-wheel
power steering. air tilt $5700 drive with snow plow Call 7591976 Ford F-150, 4-wheel 4149 after 5 pm
drive needs work. $1000
1973 Dune buggy $350 Call 52. Boats and Motors
436-2425 after 5 pm
17 Bass boat. 115 hp, sale or
1972 Torino stationwagon Call trade for farm tractor garden
753-8034
tractor. small pickup or compact car or equal value After 5
50. Used Trucks
1969 Chevrolet 30-series step pm 753-4346.
van. Perfect condition, new 53. Services Offered
tires, engine. paint. Complete Bob's Home Improvement Serservice
767 vice Remodeling painting ce4455
"eh
afteristory
6 pr $1295
' ment work, general home
maintenance and inspections
Free estimates. 753-4501
72 Cher. Tandem
Custom made cabinets music
Dump Truck. 79
centers book cases, hutches.
Ford F-150 4x4,
Reasonable 436-2566
753-5699.
Carpentry cabinets, furniture
repair. Bring picture - we
All remodeling 1976 Dodge truck. 3,1 ton Cali make
reasonable prices. Roy's
753-7163.
1972 Ford pickerP. V8 Carpenter Shop, 753-4124
automatic, good condition Concrete and block brick work.
Basements, driveways, storm
$950 753-9181 or 753-8124
1972 GMC pickup, long bed, cellars. porches. 20 years exstraight shift, good solid truck, perience., 753-5476.
Do all types of plumbing. large
$1050. Call 489-2595
guarInternational school bus. ex- or small lobs, all work
cellent condition Call 753- nanteed 5 years experience.
753-5360.
7163
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears, 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs.

JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS available
through government agencies,
many sell for under $100.00. Call
601-941-8014
Ext. No. 5067 for
your directory on
how to purchase.

Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
General home repair, 15 years
experience in carpentry,
masonary. plumbing, roofing.
and siding. Free estimates, no
job too small. Call 474-2276
Heating, refrigeration, lad
electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration Service. Hazel,
KY. 498-8370 or 753-7829_
Bobby Lockhart.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate.

53. Services Offered

-OfTered
51.-Uiice

K & K Stump Removal. Do you
emoved horn,
need sturn
your yard or land cleared of
stumps" be can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call tor free
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp Jr 435 4319

Licensed electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Sharpen hand saws and skill
saws Call 753-4656
Tree trimming and removal
Tony Wade 19011 232 8667 Of
9011 642-5090
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson /534545 or
753-6763

Keep your Coots together by
Copy IL Restoration
family photographs

of_ or •

CARTER STUDIO •
304 Mom

753 8298 'M

MOBILE HOME SIDING Alcoa
aluminum or vinyl siding and
trim Aluminum trim for brick
houses Jack Glover, 753-1873
Need work on your trees' Topping. pruning, shading, complete removal and more. Call
BOVEWS TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 7538536.
Professional
paintiog,
paperhanging, paneling. Commercial or residential 20 years
experience. Free estimates!
759-1987
Stop! For all your repair needs.
roofing carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 7539623 We'll do your Job large Of
small. All work done to your
satisfaction

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and 9iny
Siding, Custom Trim
Work, References, Coll
Will Ed Bailey 753
0689,

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction
Co..
Route 2. Bo; 409A. Paducah.
KY 42001..o call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will do p umbing, heating,
carpentry, ind roofing. 7532211
Woodcraft Building Service by
Bucy
492-8120
Custom
cabinets. vanities, new homes,
additions. repair
Quality
workmanship
Window cleaning fast service
satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimate Call 753-7140

55. Feed And Seed
For sale Wheat straw
8156 or 753-6401

56. Free Column
Free to good home. big male
dog good watch dog Call 7533802

SPECIAL SALE
Western Store has
donated 200 pair of Girls
Viomens and Boys white leather
boots to the Calloway County
Rescue Squad These boots can
be dyed the color you prefer for a
small charge
Vernon's

'5"and'10'

a pir.
All proceeds to go to the Rescue Squad

Olympic Plaza

Vernon's Western
Store

Murray Kt

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?

46. Homes For Sale
For sale: Furnished, year round
cabin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff
Shores. Kitchen, living room,
and large sanded k on first floor
level, bedroom bath, and front
sundeck on second floor Priced to sell in the 520's, including range refrigerator, airconditioner, new 40 gallon
water heater. -Special discount
for cash or can be financed if
you qualify. Shown by appointment only. Phone 753-5791 or
7537.2649.
New 3 bedroom. 2'bath. builtin appliances. on one acre lot.:
Will take best offer. Call 4892670.
Three bedroom brick, one block
from Universgy, large kitchen
family rdom with lots of
cabinets, utility room with
washer -dryer
hookup,
aluminum storm doors and
storm windows, insulation in
walls and ceiling. Firm cash
price in 540's or can be frnanced for qualified buyer. For appointnent phone 753-5791 or
753-2649.

49. Used Cars
1972 Buick Skylark, runs great
Call 436-5869 after 5 pm.
196 Chevrolet, high mileage
extra clean. power steering
brakes, windows. locks $2000
Cin be seen at 1510 Sycamore
1)63 Chevrolet Impala, 2-door
hirdtop, 283 automatic. power
'teering, California car. $650
753-9181 or 753-8124.
1)77 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
white on white, loaded with ext es 47.000 mrles. Like .new.
$5500. 753-5344..
1)76 Chevrolet Monza 16, air,
AN-FM, low mileage, excellent
condition. $1900. Call 751
8135.
1170 Chevelle 2-door local car,
excellent condition. $1395
1"-75 CB 125S Honda motorcycle, 'the new, $495. 753-3942.
1979 El Camino. 305 engine.
all options, custom topper.
carpeted. Recently tuned up.
air shocks, 01 wheel, approximitely 23,000 miles $6200
hot Call 753-0901

753

Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement attic and garage and putting them up for sale
2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth*
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
vPaid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
Total
No. Days
No. Days
Days Run
Paid
Free
1
4
3
8
2
6
12
3
9
5. What do you gain from this sale?
Any. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Viable Options On Handling
Property Taxes Not Seen

Deaths and Funerals]
Arthur Smith Dies
At Hospital; Rites
To Be Held Tuesday

Mrs. Neva Gargus
Dies Sunday With
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Neva Gargus of 1004
Fairlane, Murray, died Sunday at 350 p.m at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The deceased was the wife
of Chester Gargus who died
Sept. 20, 1961, and was a
member of the Salem Baptist
Church. Born Feb. 16, 1%2, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of John Armstrong
and May Gilbreath Armstrong.
Mrs. Gargus is survived by
one sister, Miss Vara Armstrong, 1004 Fairlane, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
G. T. Moody officiating.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today Monday ).

Arthur i Pi) Smith died
Saturday at 7 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. He was 49 years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route 7.
Mr. Smith was a mesnber of
the Bethel Baptist Church and
Steamfitters Union Local 184.
He was retired from the B. F.
Goodrich Chemical Plant at
Calvert City.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ada W. Smith; two sons,
Charles Kent Smith, Gilbertsville, and Danny Edgar
Smith, Benton; four sisters —
Mrs. Madge Dezern,
Roseville, Mich., Mrs. Myrtle
Solomon, Benton, Mrs. Mabel
Bryant, Cromwell, and Mrs.
Marie Phelps, Detroit, Mich.;
one brother, William ( Buddy)
Smith, Columbus, Ga.; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Eugene
„ Meadows and the Rev. Bill
Gray officiating. Burial will
follow in the Provine
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
The funeral for Arlon Evon
Fletcher was held Saturday at funeral home.
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James Phelps officiating,
Pallbearers were Gary L.
Fletcher, Freddie J. Orr,
Ricky Orr, B. J. Fletcher,
By The Associated Press
Clarence Fletcher, and Ricky
Traffic accidents over the
Bailey. Burial was in the Olive
weekend claimed six lives, acBranch Cemetery.,
Mr. Fletcher, 59, Route 1, cording to state police, inParis, Tenn., a retired cluding three teen-agers who
General Motors employee, died in a Nelson County crash.
The deaths raised the state
was pronounced dead on arrival at the Henry County death toll from driving acGeneral Hospital, Paris, cidents to 84 for the year, compared with 74 through Feb. 15
Tenn., on Thursday at 2 a.m.
Born April 19, 1921, in Henry a year ago.
A two-car collision north of
County, he was the son of the
late Moms N. Fletcher and Boston on Kentucky 61 about
Mary J. Foust Fletcher. A 1140 p.m., Friday resulted in
veteran of World War II, he the deaths of Richard Scott
rural
was a member of the North Owen, 15, of
Elizabethtown; Connie Sue
Fork Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Wilson, 16, and Lisa Gail Cox,
Mrs. Dorothy Corvin Fletcher, 17, both of Lebanon Junction,
to whom he was married on state police said. Eight other
Feb. 2, 1973; one daughter, people were seriously injured,
Mrs. Retta Anglon, Chicago, officers reported.
Virgil Cummins, 58, of SumIll.; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Dottie S. Blackerte, Florida, mershade in Metcalfe County
and Mrs. Mary Ann Wrayine, died at 12:30 a.m. EST Sunday
Chicago, Ill.; one son, Handel in a two-vehicle collision, state
Fletcher, Dyersburg, Tenn.; police said. The accident cieone sister, Mrs. Gertrude curred 9.6 miles north of SumCurd, Dyer, Tenn.; two mershade on the Randolph
brothers, Lawrence Fletcher, Goodluck Road, officers said.
Aaron Herrell, 75, of SunMartin, Tenn., and Rubin
Fletcher, Puryear, Tenn.; 10 shine in Harlan County died a
short time after he was struck
grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by by a car on the U.S. 421 Bypass
three brothers — Eulon, John, at Harlan Saturday, state
police reported. No charges
and Doy Fletcher.

Arlon E. Fletcher
Dies At Age Of 59;
Funeral Saturday

ow
ft
LIONS MEET—District Governor Larry Munsen and Mrs. Munsen from Calvert City
were guests at the Murray Lions Club annual ladies' night Valentine Party. Governor
Munsen presented special appreciation awards to three Past District Governors from
the Murray Club Lions Cody Caldwell, Joe Pat James, and C. C. Lowry. The Lions,
their favorite.Valentines, and guests were entertained by Mrs. Margie Shown singing
valentine songs and was accompanied by Lion Richard Jones. Lion Jerrell White addressed the group with appropriate remarks in appreciation of the ladies. The party
was held in the ballroom of the new University Center on the Murray State Campus.

'Car Book'Hit With Consumers
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The federal government is
trying to tell Americans
everything they've ever
wanted to know about
automobiles with a 68-page
guide called -The Car Book"

State Traffic Accidents
Over Weekend Kill Six
were filed in connection with
the accident that occurred at
1:30p.m. EST,officers said.
Roy Henson, 24, of Nancy
died Saturday afternoon at
4:30 p.m. EST following an
11:45 a.m. accident in Pulaski
County, according to state
police.
Officers said the singlevehicle accident occurred on
the Carter Ridge Road, 23.4
miles west of Somerset.

that has become an instant hit
with consumers.
Critics, including some industry sources, charge that
the publication — now in its second printing — is inaccurate
and unfair, particularly in its
safety ratings.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
prepared the guide and
defends it. Bob Boaz, a
spokesman for the agency,
said the book is designed to
show that there ARE differences among various
makes and models. It is
designed to show, he said, that
there ARE cars on the market
today that combine safety and
good mileage. "The choice
between safety and fuel
economy is not one that the
consumer should have to
make," Boaz said.
Critics of "The Car Book"
say that the safety tests used
were too limited because they

Day set bond at $50,000 for
both of them, and they remained in the Smith County
Jail Sunday.
The third teen-ager was a
15-year-old whose name was
not released. He was being
held on juvenile delinquency
charges.
Fire Chief Gerry Weaver
said White and Wingard were
suspended by the school board
after a Dec. 12 incident in
which an assistant principal
was attacked and beaten in
theschool parking lot.
.-Meanwhile,the school board
decided that John Tyler's 2,300
students will attend nearby
Robert E. Lee High School on
a split-class basis. Lee's 2,400

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

'79 Dodge Van
4 captain cl.airs, couch that makes a bed, lots of accessories, maroon, fancy wheels & tires Approx
17 000 miles

$9000.00
Dwain Taylor Chavrolot Inc.

753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM QUALM'
SIFFIVICI PQM

MILMIIML

women 11411106% Of

involved only one type of
crash, in which a car is driven,
headon, at a speed of 35 mph,
into a concrete barrier. The
critics also say that the flat
"passfail- rating system used
to grade the cars is unfair.
Boaz said "pass-fail"
grades are not meant as a
complete safety rating. They
are simply intended to show
comparative performance. He
said the headon crash was used as a standard for testing
because it is a common type of
accident. He said more than 60
percent of crashes involve a
front-end collision of some
type. "The Car Book" says
that 55 percent of deaths and
serious injuries occur in frontal crashes.
The publication'is available
at no charge from the Consumer Information Center,
Pueblo, Colo., 81009. It includes information on
domestic and imported

Despite Suffering From Leukemia

Wedding Gets To Bride
the bridegroom after the couple exchanged vows before 180
friends and relatives at Zena
Baptist Church.
Jones, his tan western boots
with his
contrasting
powderblue tint kissed his
new bride for what seemed an
eternity.
"I just said KISS her.
Gene," the preacher joked.
The church boomed with
laughter.
The couple had planned to
marry in the fall, but made
plans for a Valentine wedding
after Miss Self nearly died last
month. People who read of the
couple in the Tulsa World
donated hundreds of dollars.
Two women who owns wedding business in Coweta
traveled to this little Delaware
County community to provide
candles and other church
at no charge.
students were to attend morn- decorations
"We don't want our names
ing sessions and John Tyler's
mentioned," one of the women
pupils afternoon classes.
said."We just wanted to do it,
Damage estimates at John
but not for any publicity."
Tyler were not complete, but
Grove Mayor Nellie Stover,
officials said damages proher husband, Wilbur,and their
bably would exceed $7 million.
daughter, Jo Ann Huffman,
The school was insured..
paid for a weekend honeymoon at Shangri La, a luxury
resort 30 milesifrom the churLOUISVILLE, Ky. API — USDA —
ch.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
IWO, compared to last week's close
"It has been wonderful for
slaughter steers 1 00 higher heifers 1 00them," said Linda Johnson,
2.00 higher: cows and bulLs not establishone of Claudia's 15 brothers
ed early, limited sales strong slaughter
calves 2.00-4.00 higher: vealers 7.00-10.00 and sisters who beamed with
higher: feeders 2.00-3.00 higher,
pride.
Slaughter steers choice 975-1200 lb
The 14-minute ceremony
62.00-63.90, couple small lots 64.00-64 30,
mixed good and choice 900-1200 lb 61.0°- tired the slender blonde. She
62.20, good including dairy breds 1000stood straight throughout it,
12190 lb 55.00-61 00.
Slaughter heifers choice 850-1050 lb
but sat at the reception as
61 20-62.90: choice 1000-1070 lb 57.75well-wishers streamed by with
58.80. mixed good and choice 825-975 lb
hugs and kisses.
59.00-61.00: good 800-95016 54.7549.00,
Slaughter cows a few utility 43.00'
"Her legs almost buckled
47.00; high dressing 48.25-50 50;
during the wedding," said
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1565-158
lb 59.75-62.50,
Darlena Self, a sister anclAtie_
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
maid of honor.
210-300 lb vealers 77 00-90 00, selected
"The doctor told us she is
high choice and pnme 91.50-96 50; good
70 00-77 00: choice 300-420 lb calves 00.50- living on willpower," said
66 25.
Feeder steers median frame 1 300-500 Henry Phillips, the bride's
lb 68.00-73 50: 500-700 lb 66 00-72 50: 70°- stepfather, whO 'led her down
800 lb 64_00-67.10: 800-900 lb 64.0066.00,
the aisle. "She's gonna fight it
large frame 1 900-920 lb 60.50-60.751"
medium frame 2 aoo-sao lb 62.0068.00, ...She's a fighter."
'500-703 lb 60 0266.00: large frame 2
Today, after her honeymostly holsteins 385-500 lb 54 00-57.50:
moon, Mrs. Jones will undergo
705-930 lb 52.25-53 00,
Heifers medium frame 1 300-400 lb a red blood cell count to deter'51 00-62 50, 400500 lb 59 00-64 50. 500-707
mine if she must receive
lb 5000.6225, large frame 1 730-780 lb
lifesustaining
51 25-5200, medium frame 2 245-500 lb another
54 00-58 00:
transfusion at Grove General
Stock cows medium frame 1 780900 lb
Hospital. She received four
441 years old 45 00-49 90.
HOW 800. compared to last Thursday
pints of blood there Jan. Sand
harrows and gilts 135-I 50 bower
suffered a reaction which
however US 1-2 virtually untested: US 1caused a 105-degree fever for
2 a few small lots 225-245 lb 43 55, mixed
US 1-3 210-260 lb 4309-43 513: US 2-3 215two days.
270 lb 42 00-43 00: US 3266-330 lb 40 00Jones will return to work
41 00: sows 1 00-209 higher. US 1.2 300350 lb 36.50-37.50; 350-400 lb 37.50-40 00.
building barns. The former
400-450 lb 40.00-42.00: 450-500 lb 42 00high school sweethearts will
43 OD, 500420 lb 43 00-44 OD, a few 4445,
make their home in a little
US 3 and utility 300-450 lb 3466-36 50,
boars over 300 lb 37.25-38 75, under 300 lb rented house next door to the
31.75-34.20.
church. Gene's parents,
Sheep 25, untested early

ZENA. Okla. 1API —
Claudia Jane Self hasn't cried
much since she learned in
December that she has
leukemia.
But when she got married
amid decorations donated by
strangers, and set off on a
honeymoon paid for by a
mayor's family. the 18-yearold bride cried.
Miss Self wed 19-year-old
Gene Jones on Valentine's
Day in a little brown church
bursting with people.
"You may kiss the bride,"
the Rev. Dolphus Blevins told

Teenagers Arrested, Charged
With Texas High School Fire
TYLER, Texas !AP) — Two
suspended students and a
third teen-ager were arrested
Sunday in connection with a
multi-million dollar fire that
destroyed 90 percent of John
Tyler High School.
The arrests came after a
man who lives near the school
told authorities he saw three
youths lying on the ground
watching the Saturday morning fire. He said he overheard
one of them say to the others,
"Ain't that pretty?"
Charges of first-degree arson were filed against two oi
the suspects, identified as Arthur Gene White, 17, and Martin Dale Wingard, 18.
Justice of the Peace Ray

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APt -Legislators have been told by
one local officials that, unfairly as property taxes are handled, there seem to be no viable
options at the moment for
cities and counties.
Frankfort City Manager
Paul Royster said Friday that
the answer eventually may lie
in a "formula approach" that
would key the tax rate to the
salable value of property
rather than its fair market
value.
"1 hate it," Royster said of
the property tax, while at the
same time urging a legislative
subcommittee on property tax
alternatives not to get carried
away
with
proposed
substitutes.
Royster said any formula
for new taxation should take

Livestock Market

pricer

James and Sue Jones, spent
the week cleaning and painting the dwelling.
The minister made no
reference to Claudia's illness
during the ceremony', but his
final words seemed to echo
through the cobblestone church:
"Father, we now place this
union in your hands."

automobiles in the categories
of safety, fuel economy,
maintenance and repair costs
and insurance fees.
"The Car Book" appeared
early in December. Two
weeks later, all available
copies — 450,000 of them —
had been ordered, according
to the Consumer Information
Center. By the end of January,
:here was a backlog of 600,000
orders. The second printing,
now being distributed, totals
1.5 million copies.
Early copies of the book
were accompanied by an "errata" sheet, detailing 28
typographical and other
mistakes. Boaz said the errors
have been corrected in the second printing.
"The Car Book" also offers
some general suggestions on
purchasing an automobile, including a "buyer's checklist"
of questions to ask. Among the
questions:
—Is the passenger capacity
and number of seat belts adequate?
—Does the dealer have a
good reputation for customer
service?
—How long is the warranty
and what does it cover?
—Did the car pass the National Highway Traffic SafetyAdministration crash tests?
—Does the steering wheel
have a large padded hub?
—Are the doors free of hard
protrusions or sharp edges?

Hotel Has Suspicious Fire
NEW YORK 1API — A
"suspicious" fire on the first
floor of a midtown Manhattan
residential hotel Sunday night
sent smoke billowing through
the 18-stery structure before it

Bernadette Devlin
McAliskey Vows
She'll Continue Fight
DUBLIN, Ireland 1API —
Northern Ireland activist Bernadette Devlin McAliskey
says she'll continue her fight
_ for imprisoned members of
the Irish Republican Army
when she recovers from
wounds received in an
assassination attempt.
Mrs. McAliskey, who was
hospitalized with seven bullet
wounds after a Jan. 16 attack
at her home, said she expects
to be released in about two
weeks.
"I am too stubborn to be terrified," she said in an interview
with a Dublin
newspaper, The Sunday
World. "I will be as active as
ever:"
Mrs. McAliskey's husband,
Michael, also was wounded in
the attack, but their three
children were unharmed.

was contained, officials said.
One firefighter and two
civilians were injured in the
blaze, officials said.
Firefighters
ordered
residents of the Beaux Arts on
East 44th St. to remain in their
apartments, and the twoalarm blaze was brought
under control shortly after it
was reported at 10:20 p.m.
Hotel officials said the
Beaux Arts was fully occupied, with more than 100
tenants, at the time of the
blaze, which started in a first-,
floor freight area and was confined to that floor.
However, smoke poured upward and some witnesses
reported seeing flames spurting out the top of the building..
Fire officials said one
firefighter suffered burns and
was taken to the burn center
at New York Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center,
Bellevue Hospital said one
man was admitted there in
serious condition with smoke
inhalation. He was not identified pending notification of
his family.
The Emergency Medical
Service said another person
was treated for smoke inhalation at the scene and released.

Monaco Romance Never
Viewed As 'Fairy-Tale'
NEW YORK !AP — With
the approach of the 25th wedding anniversary of Prince
Rainier and Princess Grace of
Monaco, family and friends of
the former film star Grace
Kelly say they ne% iir viewed
the marriage as the "fairytale romance- it was reported
to be.
Princess Grace's older
sister, Peggy Conlan, considered the union a "nice
agreement," she said in an interview in the March issue of

Her younger sister said the
marriage lasted because
neither partner had romantic
expectations.
"It's great because they like
separate
things,"
said
Lizanne LeVine. "When
they're apart, they have their
individual lives to lead
They're even financially independent of each other.Monaco will celebrate the
silver wedding anniversary on
April 19. The couple has three
children.
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into account the future of the the state and subject to a vote
economy — for example, of the people."
recognizing that home values
And why not provide for the t
won't always rise.
sheriff to collect city as well as i
A number of local officials ,county taxes? he asked.
testified before the subcomHouse Bill 44, which
mittee, which is exploring generally limits a compossibilities ranging from an munity's revenue to no more
income tax to a sales tax for than 4 percent above the
communities to raise money previous year, also came up
for operations and services.
for brief discussion.
Rep. Marshall Davenport,
Hardin County JudgeExecutive R. R. Thomas said R-Somerset, said that 56 of
"the property tax has about Kentucky 120 counties "don't
reached the limit" and that an even take advantage of the 4
income tax, based on ability to percent, yet are criticizing the
pay, is the most rational legislature for !enacting the
answer for obtaining local cap)."
The Legislative Research
revenue.
Commission reported on a
"I'm in favor of scrapping
questionnaire sent to 415 local
the whole tax structure (in officials on the property tax
Kentucky) and starting over,"
and alternatives.
Thomas said. "...lt has
It said about half believe the
become too complicated."
property tax still is the most
Pendleton County Judgeappropriate means of funding
Executive David Pribble said communities.
can
imwhich
now
counties,
About one-fourth opted for
pose property and payroll taxeither a local sales or income
to
leeway
es, also should have
tax.
levy income and utility taxes.
There was a score of
Both Thomas and Pribble responses about complaints
said communities should not and problems noted by the
go to the legislature every ses- school superintendents, counsion to solve their fiscal pro- ty judges and mayors.
blems. Monticello Mayor Carl
Among the selected comShearer said the state should ments:
allow the 28 cities which
House Bill 44, enacted durgenerate their own electricity ing a special session in 1979,
to sell it to neighboring com- has confused the public.
munities inside the state for
The state should oversee or
additional revenue.
direct
ail
property
He also favored a municipal assessments to make them
sales tax — "administered by more equitable everywhere.

Lakeway Shores Trailer
Totalled By Sunday Fire
The trailer at Lakeway
Shores off Kentucky 280 was
destroyed by fire Sunday
night, a Calloway County' Fir&
Rescue Squad spokesman
said.
The spokesman said the
trailer "was on the ground"
when squad members arrived.
'The trailer, owned by Pete
Baker, Water Valley, was
unoccupied at the time of the
fire, the spokesman said. He
added no Injuries were
reported.
Cause of the blaze was
unknown, the spokesman said.
Eleven men with two trucks
responded to the call.
On Friday night, the squad
battled a fire and was able to
save a dwelling in Almo
Heights, off Kentucky 1824,
the spokesman said.
The fire caused major
damage to a back bedroom
and basement owned by Ed
Beach, the spokesman said.
The rest of the house was not
damaged.he added.

Firemen were on the scene
three hours. Eleven men and
three trucks responded to the
call.
No injuries were reported.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tho Meat Ledger 8 limes by
5:30 p m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7511916 between 5:30 p.m
sad p.m.. Moeda, Ilir000k fruit,
3:30 pet aid 4 o.e. Solerditt.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must be placed by 6 en. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery,
The regular business office
hours of The Ifirey ledger & hoesore
a.m. is 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and lam. to oocio,Saturdays.

Fish'n
Chios

_99
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Save 50c
•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
•Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies
SUN., MON., TUES.,
& WED.

Captain D's.
seafood & hamburgers
...like you like it!
Murray, Ky.

